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Abstract
In the Gaussian sequence model Y = θ0 + ε in Rn, we study the fundamental limit of
approximating the signal θ0 by a class Θ(d, d0, k) of (generalized) splines with free knots. Here
d is the degree of the spline, d0 is the order of differentiability at each inner knot, and k is the
maximal number of pieces. We show that, given any integer d ≥ 0 and d0 ∈ {−1, 0, . . . , d− 1},
the minimax rate of estimation over Θ(d, d0, k) exhibits the following phase transition:
inf
θ˜
sup
θ∈Θ(d,d0,k)
Eθ‖θ˜ − θ‖2 d
{
k log log(16n/k), 2 ≤ k ≤ k0,
k log(en/k), k ≥ k0 + 1.
The transition boundary k0, which takes the form b(d+ 1)/(d− d0)c+1, demonstrates the criti-
cal role of the regularity parameter d0 in the separation between a faster log log(16n) and a slower
log(en) rate. We further show that, once encouraging an additional ‘d-monotonicity’ shape con-
straint (including monotonicity for d = 0 and convexity for d = 1), the above phase transition is
eliminated and the faster k log log(16n/k) rate can be achieved for all k. These results provide
theoretical support for developing `0-penalized (shape-constrained) spline regression procedures
as useful alternatives to `1- and `2-penalized ones.
1 Introduction
1.1 Overview
Consider the regression model
Yi = f0(i/n) + εi, i = 1, . . . , n, (1.1)
where f0 : [0, 1] → R is an unknown function and εi’s are independent normal random variables
with mean zero and variance σ2. Throughout the paper, we reserve the notation θ0 for the truth
in (1.1), i.e., (θ0)i ≡ f0(i/n). The main goal of this paper is to study the approximation of θ0 by
splines with free knots.
Consider the (generalized) spline space with the following three parameters: d, the degree of the
spline; d0, the level of continuity; k, the maximal number of pieces. More formally, (d, d0, k)-splines
are defined as (exact definition in Section 2):{
f : [0, 1]→ R : f has at most k + 1 knots, is a degree d polynomial (1.2)
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between knots, and is d0-times differentiable at each inner knot
}
.
For any fixed degree d, d0 takes value in {−1, 0, . . . , d−1}, with d0 = d−1 being the smoothest case
and d0 = −1 allowing for discontinuity between pieces. To avoid degeneracy to global polynomials,
we only consider the case k ≥ 2 in this paper. The corresponding sequence space is defined as
Θ(d, d0, k) ≡
{
θ ∈ Rn : θi = f(i/n) for some (d, d0, k)-spline f
}
. (1.3)
Compared to splines in more classical settings [dB78, GS94, Wah90], the above parameter space
does not fix the knots a priori and thus provides more flexibility. Previously, general order splines
with free knots have been studied in, e.g., [MvdG97, Tib14, BCF19].
Splines of the forms (1.2) and (1.3) have frequently emerged in nonparametric curve estimation
problems. For example, the classical smoothing splines [Wah90] arise from minimizing the least
squares criterion with an `2 roughness penalty. In the `1 world, splines are closely related to total
variation regularization or denoising studied in, e.g., [ROF92, MvdG97, CDS01, DK01, TSR+05,
SDN06, Rin09, HLL10, HR16, DHL17]. In recent years, these methods with the spline space (1.3)
received a revival of interest under the name trend filtering ; cf. [KKBG09, Tib14, WST14, GLCS20].
Despite the long history and large volume of works related to the spline spaces (1.2)-(1.3),
their fundamental statistical limits have remained largely unexplored. Our first main result in this
paper reveals the following intriguing phase transition in the minimax rate of estimation error over
Θ(d, d0, k):
inf
θ˜
sup
θ∈Θ(d,d0,k)
Eθ‖θ˜ − θ‖2 d
{
σ2k log log(16n/k), 2 ≤ k ≤ k0,
σ2k log(en/k), k ≥ k0 + 1.
(1.4)
Here, ‖·‖ denotes the Euclidean norm and d denotes equivalence in order up to some positive con-
stant that only depends on d. The transition boundary k0, which takes the form b(d+ 1)/(d− d0)c+
1 with b·c denoting the floor function, governs the maximal number of pieces above which the op-
timal dependence of the estimation error on the sample size n changes from the faster log log(16n)
rate to the slower log(en) rate. Notably, for any fixed degree d, k0 is an increasing function of the
regularity parameter d0. In the two extreme cases, we have k0 = d + 2 if d0 = d − 1 (smoothest)
and k0 = 2 if d0 = −1 (roughest). In other words, the driving factor behind the phase transition in
(1.4) is the regularity due to the differentiability structure encoded in d, d0.
The minimax rate in (1.4) is achieved by the `0-constrained spline least squares estimator (LSE)
θ̂ ≡ θ̂(Θ(d, d0, k), Y ), with Y ≡ (Y1, . . . , Yn)> and
θ̂(Θ, Y ) ≡ arg min
θ∈Θ
‖Y − θ‖22 for any Θ ⊂ Rn. (1.5)
In fact, a more general oracle inequality allowing for arbitrary model mis-specification can be proved
for θ̂. Due to the non-convexity of Θ(d, d0, k), the solution to (1.5) with Θ = Θ(d, d0, k) may not
be unique and we choose any θ̂ that achieves the minimum. Among the three parameters, we take
d and d0 to be fixed in advance and consider k as a tuning parameter to balance the approximation
error of θ0 in (1.1) by Θ(d, d0, k) and the complexity of the latter space. The estimator in (1.5)
with Θ = Θ(d, d0, k) can therefore be viewed as a class of `0-splines in their constrained form.
The minimax rate in (1.4) and the rate-optimality of `0-constrained spline LSE are interesting
from at least two very different angles. First, the minimax rate in (1.4) is particularly useful
in penalty selection for the adaptive version of the `0-constrained spline LSE θ̂(Θ(d, d0, k), Y ).
Specifically, suppose θ0 ∈ Θ(d, d0, k∗) in (1.1) with d and d0 fixed in advance and an unknown
k∗ on the number of pieces. Our aim is to find an adaptive version of θ̂ that does not require
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the knowledge of k∗ but remains minimax optimal in estimation. Using the classical approach in
[BM93, BBM99, BM01, Mas07], this can be done by resorting to the penalized spline LSE θ̂adapt,
where
θ̂adapt ≡ θ̂(Θ(d, d0, k̂), Y ) (1.6)
with some data-driven k̂:
k̂ ≡ arg min
1≤k≤n
{
‖Y − θ̂(Θ(d, d0, k), Y )‖2 + pen(k; d, d0)
}
(1.7)
for some penalty function pen(·; d, d0). The estimator θ̂adapt can thus be viewed as a class of `0-
penalized splines. Similar `0-penalized procedures have previously been studied in [Koh99, BKL
+09,
FG18, JW18]. When the penalty pen(·; d, d0) is chosen to be proportional to the minimax rate
established in (1.4), θ̂adapt is guaranteed to be adaptively minimax optimal over Θ(d, d0, k) for all
values of k.
Second, (1.4) suggests some interesting comparison between `0- and `1-regularizers in spline
regression. For expository purpose, let us consider the simplest piecewise constant class Θ(0,−1, k),
where the transition boundary is given by k0 = 2. There, while the `0-constrained spline LSE,
as defined in (1.5) with Θ = Θ(0,−1, 2), is able to achieve the faster log log(16n) rate with 2
pieces, the same rate has been proven to be un-attainable by the `1 trend filtering, even with
an additional minimum spacing condition that could be substantially improved with `0-splines
[vdG18, FG18, GLCS20]. Computationally, unlike the context of sparse linear regression where the
`0 problem of best-subset selection is provably NP-hard [Nat95], efficient dynamic programming
algorithms do exist for implementing (1.5), at least in the discontinuous case (d0 = −1) [AL89,
WL02, JSB+05, FKLW08] and the first-order continuous case (d0 = 0) [FML19]. Our results hence
suggest that the `0-constrained spline LSE could be an attractive alternative to its `1 counterparts
in spline regressions.
To motivate the second main result of this paper, we recall the following minimax result from
[GHZ20]: for all k ≥ 2,
inf
θ˜∗
sup
θ∗∈Θ∗(0,k)
Eθ∗‖θ˜∗ − θ∗‖2  σ2k log log(16n/k), (1.8)
where Θ∗(0, k) is the sub-class of Θ(0,−1, k) with non-decreasing signals. Comparing (1.4) with
d = 0, d0 = −1 and (1.8) above, we see that the phase transition from the faster rate log log(16n)
to the slower rate log(en) in (1.4) is eliminated in (1.8) under the additional monotonicity shape
constraint. This raises the natural questions of whether a similar gain by shape constraints applies
to higher-order splines, and if so, which type of shape constraints should be encouraged. As shape-
constrained models repeatedly prove their usefulness in various applications, answering the above
questions is of both practical and theoretical interests.
To this end, following [BW07, CGS15], we consider the following sub-class of (d, d0, k)-splines
with an additional ‘d-monotone’ shape constraint (exact definition in Section 3):{
f : [0, 1]→ R : f is a (d, d− 1, k)-spline with non-decreasing (1.9)
highest-order polynomial coefficients
}
.
Two canonical examples are d = 0 and 1, with the former corresponding to non-decreasing signals
with at most k constant pieces, and the latter corresponding to convex signals with at most k
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linear pieces. Both classes have been extensively studied in the literature; cf. [Zha02, CGS15,
Bel18, GHZ20] for the case d = 0 and [GS15, CGS15, Bel18] for the case d = 1. Define the
sequence space corresponding to (1.9) as Θ∗(d, k).
As a special case of our second main result, we show an analogue of (1.8) under the convexity
(=1-monotone) shape constraint: for all k ≥ 2,
inf
θ˜∗
sup
θ∗∈Θ∗(1,k)
Eθ∗‖θ˜∗ − θ∗‖2  σ2k log log(16n/k). (1.10)
The same upper bound actually holds for the general d-monotone class Θ∗(d, k), with a comple-
mentary lower bound showing that the log log(16n) rate cannot be further improved even with only
two pieces. Comparing (1.4) and (1.10), it is hence clear that a higher-order ‘d-monotonicity’ shape
constraint eliminates the phase transition in (1.4) for general d in that the faster k log log(16n/k)
rate can now be achieved for all k. The d-monotonicity therefore offers an attractive non-parametric
sub-class Θ∗(d, k) of the general Θ(d, d − 1, k) over which additional gain can be obtained in esti-
mating the underlying signal.
Finally, we remark on the technical challenges in proving (1.4) and (1.10). Unlike the relatively
straightforward proof of the log(en) part in (1.4), the derivation of the correct transition boundary
k0 and the faster log log(16n) rate requires non-trivial efforts from both analytical and probabilistic
angles. The analytic step is to derive sharp enough controls for the magnitudes of the polynomial
coefficients of signals in Θ(d, d0, k) and Θ
∗(d, k), which, in a certain sense, need be ‘tied’ to either
the left-most or the right-most knot of the signal. This is possible either due to the strong regularity
inherited in the differentiability structure of Θ(d, d0, k) for k ≤ k0, or to the global regularity within
the d-monotonicity shape constraint. Once the above controls are obtained, a generalized version
of the law of iterated logarithm (LIL), which we will develop in Section 4, can be applied to obtain
the iterated logarithmic rates in (1.4) and (1.10).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 are devoted to the study of
unshaped splines Θ(d, d0, k) and shaped splines Θ
∗(d, k), respectively. A general version of the LIL
in expectation is developed in Section 4. Main proofs of the results are presented in Sections 5 and
6, with the remaining technical lemmas collected in the Appendix.
1.2 Notation
For any x ∈ R, write (x)+ ≡ max{x, 0}. Let 1· denote the indicator function. For any non-negative
integers a, b, we use [a; b] to denote the set {a, . . . , b} and (a; b] to denote the set {a + 1, . . . , b}.
For any two positive integers a, b, let Mod(a; b) be the remainder of a divided by b. For any two
real numbers a, b, define a∨ b ≡ max{a, b} and a∧ b ≡ min{a, b}. For any positive integers m ≥ n,
let (m;n) ≡ m(m − 1) . . . (m − n + 1) and (m;n) ≡ m(m + 1) . . . (m + n − 1). Let Z+ denote
the set of positive integers and Z≥0 ≡ Z+ ∪ {0}. For any d ∈ Z+, let Sd ⊂ Rd+1 stand for the unit
sphere. We write Eθ0 as expectation under the experiment (1.1) with truth θ0.
Let Cm([0, 1]) denote the set of all m-times differentiable functions on [0, 1]. For any f ∈
Cm([0, 1]) and integer 0 ≤ ` ≤ m, let f (0)(x) ≡ f(x) and (D(`)f)(x) ≡ f (`)(x) be the `-th derivative
of f at point x. For any function f defined on [0, 1], τ ∈ [0, 1], and real number c, define the
first-order integral (I1c;τf)(x) ≡
∫ x
τ f(y) dy+ c for x ∈ [0, 1], and the m-th order integral iteratively
as (Imc0,...,cm−1;τf)(x) ≡
(
I1c0;τ (I
m−1
c1,...,cm−1;τf)
)
(x) for any positive integer m ≥ 2 and real sequence
{c`}m−1`=0 . For any real function f , let f(x−) and f(x+) denote the left and right limits at x,
respectively.
For two non-negative sequences {an} and {bn}, we write an .d bn (resp. an &d bn) if an ≤ Cbn
(resp. an ≥ cbn) for some C, c > 0 that only depend on d. We also write an d bn if both an .d bn
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and an &d bn hold. In the following, we will suppress d in .d, &d, and d when no confusion
is possible. For any given constants a1, a2, . . ., we write C(a1, a2, . . .) and c(a1, a2, . . .) to denote
positive constants that only depend on a1, a2, . . ..
2 General-order spline regression
We start with an exact definition of the general-order spline space in (1.2):
Fn(d, d0, k) ≡
{
f : [0, 1]→ R : there exist 0 ≡ n0 ≤ . . . ≤ nk ≡ n such that
n0, . . . , nk ∈ Z≥0, ni − ni−1 ≥ (d+ 1)1ni>ni−1 ,
f is a d-degree polynomial on each interval (ni−1/n, ni/n], and
f (`)
(
(ni/n)−
)
= f (`)
(
(ni/n)+
)
for all i ∈ [1; k − 1] and ` ∈ [0; d0]
}
.
For any fixed degree d ≥ 0, the range of d0 is [−1; d− 1], with d0 = −1 allowing the spline f to be
completely discontinuous. The numbers n0/n, . . . , nk/n are the knots of f , with the middle (k− 1)
ones as inner knots. Define the corresponding sequence space
Θn(d, d0, k) ≡
{
θ ∈ Rn : θi = f(i/n) for some f ∈ Fn(d, d0, k)
}
; (2.1)
in what follows, we suppress the subscript n of Θn(d, d0, k) when no confusion is possible and name
n0, . . . , nk in its corresponding spline f ∈ Fn(d, d0, k) the knots of θ.
Two remarks regarding the above spline class are in line.
(i) The function space Fn(d, d0, k) enforces the inner knots of the spline to be positioned among the
design points. This is due to two reasons. First, it ensures the existence of the LSE as defined in
(1.5) with Θ = Θ(d, d0, k). Indeed, the minimization can be first taken over at most (n+ 1)
k−1
configurations of the inner knots, after which the problem becomes strictly convex with respect
to the rest of the polynomial coefficients and thus has a unique solution. Second, it facilitates
fast computation of the LSE via dynamic programming algorithms; see [FML19] for detailed
illustration of the piecewise linear case.
(ii) The gap d+1 between ni and ni−1 in the above definition is necessary for the identifiability of f
in the discontinuous case. This minimum spacing condition improves substantially over existing
ones made in a class of `1 methods; see Remark 2.5 ahead for more details.
For any fixed d ∈ Z≥0 and d0 ∈ [−1; d− 1], let
k0 ≡ k0(d, d0) ≡
⌊
d+ 1
d− d0
⌋
+ 1. (2.2)
Our first main result is the following oracle inequality. Recall that we only consider the case
k ≥ 2 in this paper and the analysis of global polynomials (corresponding to k = 1) is rather
straightforward.
Theorem 2.1. Fix any θ0 ∈ Rn. Let θ̂ ≡ θ̂(Θ(d, d0, k), Y ) be the LSE as defined in (1.5) under
the experiment (1.1) with truth θ0. Then, for any δ > 0, there exists some C = C(d, δ) such that
the following statements hold for any n ≥ n with some n = n(d). If 2 ≤ k ≤ k0,
Eθ0‖θ̂ − θ0‖2 ≤ (1 + δ) inf
θ∈Θ(d,d0,k)
‖θ − θ0‖2 + Cσ2k log log(16n/k),
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and if k ≥ k0 + 1,
Eθ0‖θ̂ − θ0‖2 ≤ (1 + δ) inf
θ∈Θ(d,d0,k)
‖θ − θ0‖2 + Cσ2k log(en/k).
The following lower bound result shows that Theorem 2.1 is optimal in the minimax sense.
Proposition 2.2. Under the experiment (1.1), there exists some c = c(d) such that the following
statements hold for all n ≥ n with some n = n(d). If 2 ≤ k ≤ k0,
inf
θ˜
sup
θ∈Θ(d,d0,k)
Eθ‖θ˜ − θ‖2 ≥ cσ2k log log(16n/k),
and if k ≥ k0 + 1,
inf
θ˜
sup
θ∈Θ(d,d0,k)
Eθ‖θ˜ − θ‖2 ≥ cσ2k log(en/k),
where the infimum over θ˜ in both displays is taken over all measurable functions of Y .
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is presented in Section 5, and the proof of Proposition 2.2 can be
found in Appendix A.1.
Remark 2.3. The above two results imply, in particular, the minimax rates in (1.4). There, the
upper bound k log(en/k) above the transition boundary k0 is not essentially new and can be proved
via straightforward modifications of the classical arguments in, e.g., [DJ94, BM01]. Rather, our
main contribution lies in establishing the sharp transition boundary k0 and the faster log log(16n)
rate below this boundary.
In practice when the number of pieces k is unknown, the minimax rates in (1.4) provide guidance
for penalty selection in the adaptive version (1.6) of the `0-constrained spline LSE. Precisely, one
can choose k̂ as in (1.7) with the penalty
pen(k; d, d0) ≡ τσ2
[
1k=1 + k log log(16n/k) · 12≤k≤k0 + k log(en/k) · 1k>k0
]
for some sufficiently large universal τ > 0. Then, standard arguments [BM93, BBM99, BM01,
Mas07] guarantee that θ̂adapt is adaptively minimax optimal over Θ(d, d0, k) for all k ∈ Z+. Details
are accordingly skipped.
Remark 2.4. It is important to mention here one crucial difference between our perspective for
the phase transition results and the log log(16n) rates and the one taken in [GHZ20]. There, the
faster log log(16n) rate for Θ(0,−1, 2) follows immediately from the general iterated logarithmic
rates for Θ∗(0, k), the class of piecewise constant and non-decreasing signals with at most k pieces
(formally defined in Section 3). In other words, the log log(16n) rate for Θ(0,−1, 2) is perceived
in [GHZ20] as a consequence of the monotonicity shape constraint. In contrast, the log log(16n)
rate for Θ(d, d0, k) in (1.4) in the regime k ≤ k0 is inherited from the strong regularity in the
signal parametrized by the degree d and the level of continuity d0, rather than any explicit shape
constraint. In the regime k > k0, the log log(16n) rate is not possible due to insufficient regularity
in Θ(d, d0, k), unless additional shape constraints are enforced; see Section 3 ahead for more details.
Remark 2.5. Recently, [GLCS20] studied the theoretical properties of trend filtering (TF), a class of
`1-regularized discrete spline methods. More precisely, under the experiment (1.1), the d-th order
TF estimator is
θ̂dTF ≡ min
θ∈Rn
{
‖Y − θ‖2 + λ‖D(d)θ‖1
}
, (2.3)
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where ‖ · ‖1 denotes the vector `1 norm, λ > 0 is a tuning parameter, and D(d) : Rn → Rn−d,
when applied to vectors, represents the d-th order discrete difference operator defined as D(0)θ ≡ θ,
D(1)θ ≡ (θ2− θ1, . . . , θn− θn−1)>, and D(r)θ ≡ D(1)(D(r−1)θ) for r ≥ 2. Equation (2.3) is a convex
problem and can be solved efficiently via algorithms designed for lasso-type problems [Tib14].
For any θ0 ∈ Θ(d, d− 1, k) in (1.1), Corollary 2.11 in [GLCS20] proved that, upon choosing the
tuning parameter λ properly and assuming a minimum spacing condition to be detailed below,
Eθ0‖θ̂d+1TF − θ0‖2 ≤ Cσ2
(
k log(en/k) + k2(d+1)1d>0
)
. (2.4)
for some C = C(d). Comparing (2.4) with our Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.2, we see the
following distinctions between `0-regularized splines and their `1 counterparts.
(i) The bound (2.4) requires a minimum spacing condition that regulates, for non-vanishing pieces
(ni;ni+1] between knots with different signs (see Page 210 of [GLCS20] for their definition for
the signs of knots), ni+1 − ni ≥ cn/k for some c = c(d). This is stronger than the constant gap
condition assumed in Θ(d, d0, k). Moreover, Theorem 4.2 in [FG18] suggests that this minimum
spacing condition is essential to the TF estimators, namely, the performance of (2.3) could
deteriorate to
√
n (up to some polylogarithmic factors) without it.
(ii) Over the class Θ(d, d− 1, k) with transition boundary k0 = d+ 2, the `1 TF estimator in (2.3)
is in general rate sub-optimal below the boundary, even with the additional minimum spacing
condition mentioned above. Specifically, in the constant space Θ(0,−1, k), the minimax rate of
estimation is log log(16n) with k = 2 pieces, but the TF estimator in (2.3) with d = 1 can only
achieve the slower log(en) rate in view of Lemma 2.4 of [GLCS20].
Remark 2.6. For the computation of the `0-constrained spline LSE θ̂ and its adaptive version (1.6),
the major difficulty in the development of efficient algorithms is measured by the regularity pa-
rameter d0. For d0 = −1, both estimators can be computed efficiently using standard dynamic
programming algorithms [AL89, WL02, JSB+05, FKLW08] along with more refined pruning argu-
ments [KFE12, MHRF17]. For the first-order continuous case (d0 = 0), [FML19] recently introduced
for the linear case (d = 1) a novel dynamic programming algorithm with linear to quadratic time
complexity, which can be readily extended to arbitrary order d ∈ Z+. We expect that the above
method could potentially be extended to the case of general d and d0, but this will be left as the
subject of future research.
Lastly, we provide some intuition for the form of k0 defined in (2.2). This will mostly be
clear from the perspective of minimax lower bounds in Proposition 2.2. There, the situation is
somewhat similar to the derivation of minimax lower bounds in the sparse linear regression setting
[DJ94, YZ10, RWY11], in that we only have to find, for each fixed d and d0, the minimum value of k
such that a subset S of 1-sparse vectors can be constructed in Θ(d, d0, k) with cardinality |S| ≥ cn
for some c = c(d). Heuristically, this value can be found via the following degree-of-freedom (DOF)
calculation:
(k − 2)(d+ 1) ≥ (k − 1)(d0 + 1) + 1. (2.5)
Here, the left-hand side is the DOF for any 1-sparse θ ∈ Θ(d, d0, k) with the two end pieces being
constantly zero, as each of the middle (k − 2) pieces has (d + 1) DOF arising from the d-degree
polynomial. On the right-hand side, the first term (k−1)(d0 +1) results from the (d0 +1) continuity
constraints at each of the (k − 1) inner knots, and the additional 1 DOF excludes the possibility
that θ ≡ 0. Solving (2.5) yields that k ≥ 1 + d(d+ 2)/(d− d0)e, which indeed holds for k = k0 + 1
as defined in (2.2), with equality when d0 = d− 1.
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Figure 1 demonstrates the minimum number k of pieces needed for d ∈ [0; 2] and d0 ∈ [−1; d−1]
so that a 1-sparse vector can be constructed in general position. The minimum value of k in each
scenario matches k0 + 1 as defined in (2.2).
k0(0, 1) = 2
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k0(1, 1) = 2
<latexit sha1_base64="DoQK/GvBBVsf7IKbuWDjnOJdnB8=">AAADs XicbVJbb9MwFPZWLiPcNnjkJaJDGlKp4nYweECaxiZ4LNVuqImG45y2Vu042C5rsfwXeOUVfhb/Biet2JbtSFE+ne8cn+9c0oIzbaLo78pq49btO3f X7gX3Hzx89Hh948mxllNF4YhKLtVpSjRwlsORYYbDaaGAiJTDSTr5UPIn30FpJvNDMy8gEWSUsyGjxHhXMjmLtnDrFX4Zvg87Z+vNqB1VFl4HeAmaa Gm9s43Vn3Em6VRAbignWg9wVJjEEmUY5eCCeKqhIHRCRjDwMCcCdGIr1S584T1ZOJTKf7kJK+/lDEuE1nOR+khBzFjXudJ5I5em4kppW4YYKbm+qgj jUqyQCjT7UVdrhm8Ty/JiaiCnC7HDKQ+NDMsxhhlTQA2fe0CoYr7fkI6JItT4YQdBnMHQb6TqyZdXUubO9j/uOYt3uq1Ot4WdD1KQwzmVQpA8szEl3 Nm41FqiIL7M9ftLKk1t37l6au+C7bla6sEFd1DnDo89aWBmrEc1zmSeO2cZGMYzKOXug1+ygh7xvWf7/uQE893GQy59kzGv/j5HLUBw075aI0WKMaO zWrGyjmbCDTrJALdfJzYIw0q1Am5jWV4wGNvs+Oe1nw6kcmab2A1wYjdjn7jpvHwXVBf8rrQ3/+/1OjjutHG3vf15u7m7t7zlNfQMPUdbCKMdtIs+o R46QhR9Q7/Qb/Sn0W18aXxtpIvQ1ZVlzlN0xRqTf/LNOnU=</latexit>
k0(1, 0) = 3
<latexit sha1_base64="vIIrgHCxkgsaz2cBF6v7gIsR2g8=">AAADsHicbVJbb9MwFPZWLiNctsEjLxEd0pCqKmkHgwekaWyCx1KtXaUmqhzntD W148h2WYvlv8Ajr/C3+Dc4acXWbEeK8ul85/h855LkjCodBH+3tmv37j94uPPIe/zk6bPdvf3nfSXmkkCPCCbkIMEKGM2gp6lmMMglYJ4wuExmnwr+8jtIRUV2oZc5xBxPMjqmBGvnimaj4DBsBG/8j357tFcPmkFp/m0QrkEdra0z2t/+GaWCzDlkmjCs1DAMch0bLDUlDKwXzRXkmMzwBIYOZpiDik0p 2vqvnSf1x0K6L9N+6b2ZYTBXaskTF8mxnqoqVzjv5JKEb5Q2RYgWgqlNRWFYiOVCgqI/qmr1+H1saJbPNWRkJXY8Z74WfjFFP6USiGZLBzCR1PXrkymWmGg3a8+LUhi7hZQ9ufJSiMya7udTa8LjdqPVboTWBUnI4IoIznGWmohgZk1UaC2QF93kut01lSSma201tXPNdmwl9fyaO69yF31Halho41CF06n jrmgKmrIUCrln4JYsoYNd7+mZuzhOXbfRmAnXZMTKv8uRK+Ddta/GROJ8SsmiUqyooyi3w1Y8DJtvY+P5fqlaAjORKA4YtKm33PPKTQcSsTD10A7D2BxELvHAOvnWKy/4Q2Hv/t/rbdBvNcN28+jrUf3kdH3LO+gleoUOUYiO0Qn6gjqohwjK0S/0G/2ptWqD2qiGV6HbW+ucF2jDat/+ATcXOj4=</lat exit>
k0(2, 1) = 2
<latexit sha1_base64="x1KbgDRKLu31CLabWP8lfGpD/6A=">AAAD sXicbVJbb9MwFPZaLiPcNnjkJaJDGlKpknYweECaxiZ4LNXWDTVRcZzT1qodB9tlLZb/Aq+8ws/i3+CkFVuzHSnKp/Od4/OdS5IzqnQQ/N2o1W/d vnN38553/8HDR4+3tp/0lZhJAqdEMCHPE6yA0QxONdUMznMJmCcMzpLph4I/+w5SUZGd6EUOMcfjjI4owdq54ukw2G03X4Uv/fd+e7jVCFpBaf5 1EK5AA62sO9yu/YxSQWYcMk0YVmoQBrmODZaaEgbWi2YKckymeAwDBzPMQcWmVG39F86T+iMh3Zdpv/RezTCYK7XgiYvkWE9UlSucN3JJwtdKmyJ EC8HUuqIwLMRyIUHRH1W1evQ2NjTLZxoyshQ7mjFfC78Yo59SCUSzhQOYSOr69ckES0y0G7bnRSmM3EbKnlx5KURmTe/joTXhfqfZ7jRD64IkZH BBBOc4S01EMLMmKrQWyIuucr3eikoS07O2mtq9ZLu2knp8yR1XuZO+IzXMtXGowunUcRc0BU1ZCoXcI3BLltDFrvf0yJ0cp67baMSEazJi5d/lyC XwbtpXcyxxPqFkXilW1FGU20E7HoSt17HxfL9ULYGZSBQXDNo02u555aYDiZibRmgHYWx2Ipe4Y51865UX/K6wN//v9Trot1thp7X3ea9xcLi65U 30DD1HuyhE++gAfUJddIoI+oZ+od/oT71T/1L/Wk+WobWNVc5TtGb16T/2Fjp2</latexit>
k0(2, 0) = 2
<latexit sha1_base64="tW75+PqCkh+OaAxldPGwOdgO2lM=">AAAD sHicbVJbb9MwFPZWLiNctsEjLxEd0pCqKkkHgwekaWyCx1Kt26QmqhzntDW148h2WYvlv8Ajr/C3+Dc4acXWbEeK8ul85/h855IWjCodBH83Nhv3 7j94uPXIe/zk6bPtnd3n50rMJIE+EUzIyxQrYDSHvqaawWUhAfOUwUU6/VTyF99BKiryM70oIOF4nNMRJVg7VzwdBvtRK3jjf/Sj4U4zaAeV+bdB uAJNtLLucHfzZ5wJMuOQa8KwUoMwKHRisNSUMLBePFNQYDLFYxg4mGMOKjGVaOu/dp7MHwnpvlz7lfdmhsFcqQVPXSTHeqLqXOm8k0tTvlbalCF aCKbWFYVhKZYLCYr+qKvVo/eJoXkx05CTpdjRjPla+OUU/YxKIJotHMBEUtevTyZYYqLdrD0vzmDkFlL15MpLIXJrep+PrQkPO62o0wqtC5KQwxU RnOM8MzHBzJq41FoiL77J9XorKk1Nz9p6avea7dpa6uk1d1rnzs4dqWGujUM1TmeOu6IZaMoyKOWegFuyhC52vWcn7uI4dd3GIyZckzGr/i5HLoF 3175aY4mLCSXzWrGyjqLcDqJkELbfJsbz/Uq1BGZiUR4waNOM3PPKTQdSMTfN0A7CxOzFLnHPOvnWqy74Q2nv/t/rbXAetcNO++DrQfPoeHXLW+ gleoX2UYgO0RH6grqojwgq0C/0G/1pRI3LxrCBl6GbG6ucF2jNGt/+ATceOj4=</latexit>
k0(2, 1) = 4
<latexit sha1_base64="y6rcpoDzopCGBAqgfOggCdN/tOU=">AAADsHicbVJbb9MwFPZaLiNctsEjLxEd0pCqqmkLgwekaWyCx1KtXaUmqhzntDW14 8h2WYvlv8Ajr/C3+Dc4acXWbEeK8ul85/h85xJnjCrdbP7dqVTv3X/wcPeR9/jJ02d7+wfPB0osJIE+EUzIYYwVMJpCX1PNYJhJwDxmcBnPP+X85XeQior0Qq8yiDiepnRCCdbOFc7HzaNWPXjjf/Q74/1as9EszL8Ngg2ooY11xweVn2EiyIJDqgnDSo2CZqYjg6WmhIH1woWCDJM5nsLIwRRzUJEpRFv/tfMk/ kRI96XaL7w3MwzmSq147CI51jNV5nLnnVwc863SJg/RQjC1rSgIcrFcSFD0R1mtnryPDE2zhYaUrMVOFszXws+n6CdUAtFs5QAmkrp+fTLDEhPtZu15YQITt5CiJ1deCpFa0/t8ak1w3K632vXAuiAJKVwRwTlOExMSzKwJc6058sKbXK+3oeLY9Kwtp3av2a4tpZ5fc+dl7mLgSA1LbRwqcTpx3BVNQFOWQC73D NySJXSx6z05cxfHqes2nDDhmgxZ8Xc5cg28u/ZVn0qczShZlorldRTldtSKRkHjbWQ83y9US2AmFPkBgza1lnteuelALJamFthREJnD0CUeWiffesUFf8jt3f97vQ0GrUbQbnS+dmonp5tb3kUv0St0hAJ0jE7QF9RFfURQhn6h3+hPtVUdVsdVvA6t7GxyXqAtq377B0DmOkE=</latexit>
(d, d0) = (0, 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="SvdhB8d2vqSxns7/PfUj7U2WZ4 Y=">AAADtnicbVLdbtMwFPZWfkb4WQeX3ER0SJ1UqqQdbFwgTWMTXJZq6yY1oXKc09aaHUe2u7VYfgWegFt4J94GJ6vYmu1 IUT6d7xyf7/wkOaNKB8HftfXag4ePHm888Z4+e/5is771cqDETBI4JYIJeZ5gBYxmcKqpZnCeS8A8YXCWXHwu+LNLkIqK7EQ vcog5nmR0TAnWzjWq15tpKx0FO/4nvxm03oU7o3ojaAel+XdBuAQNtLTeaGv9Z5QKMuOQacKwUsMwyHVssNSUMLBeNFOQY3 KBJzB0MMMcVGxK6dZ/6zypPxbSfZn2S+/tDIO5UgueuEiO9VRVucJ5L5ckfKW0KUK0EEytKgrDQiwXEhT9UVWrx/uxoVk+0 5CRa7HjGfO18ItZ+imVQDRbOICJpK5fn0yxxES7iXtelMLYraXsyZWXQmTW9L8cWhPudVudbiu0LkhCBldEcI6z1EQEM2ui QmuBvOg21+8vqSQxfWurqb0btmcrqcc33HGVOxk4UsNcG4cqnE4dd0VT0JSlUMg9ArdkCT3sek+P3N1x6rqNxky4JiNW/l2O vAbefftqTSTOp5TMK8WKOopyO+zEw7D9Pjae75eqJTATieKMQZtGxz2v3HQgEXPTCO0wjM125BK3rZNvvfKCPxb24f+93gW DTjvstne/7TYODpe3vIFeozeoiUK0hw7QV9RDp4igS/QL/UZ/avu17zWoTa5D19eWOa/QitXyfz2+O2s=</latexit>
(d, d0) = (1, 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="1k+c1eZKLUxkjCZagRUbQJmJDpI=">AAADtnicbVLbbhMxEHUbLmW5NIVHXlakSKkUojgttDwg VaUVPIaoSStll8jrnSRW7fXKdnrB8i/wBbzCP/E3eDcRbbcdabVHc2Y8Zy5Jzpk2nc7fldXag4ePHq89CZ4+e/5ivb7xcqjlXFEYUMmlOk2IBs4yGBhmOJzmCohIOJwkZ58L/uQclGYyOzZXOcSCTDM2YZQY7xrX6820lY47W+GnsIlb7/DWuN7otDulhX cBXoIGWlpvvLH6M0olnQvIDOVE6xHu5Ca2RBlGObggmmvICT0jUxh5mBEBOraldBe+9Z40nEjlv8yEpfdmhiVC6yuR+EhBzExXucJ5L5ck4lZpW4QYKbm+rQjjQqyQCjT7UVVrJnuxZVk+N5DRhdjJnIdGhsUsw5QpoIZfeUCoYr7fkM6IItT4iQdBlMLEr 6XsyZdXUmbO9r8cOIt3t1vd7RZ2PkhBBhdUCkGy1EaUcGejQmuBgugm1+8vqSSxfeeqqb1rtucqqUfX3FGVOx560sClsR5VOJN67oKlYBhPoZB7CH7JCnrE954e+rsTzHcbTbj0TUa8/PsctQDBfftqTRXJZ4xeVooVdTQTbtSNR7j9PrZBGJaqFXAbyeK MwdhG1z+v/XQgkZe2gd0Ix3Yz8ombzst3QXnBHwv78P9e74Jht4232zvfdhr7B8tbXkOv0RvURBjton30FfXQAFF0jn6h3+hPba/2vQa16SJ0dWWZ8wrdslr+D0EDO2w=</latexit>
(d, d0) = (1, 0)
<latexit sha1_base64="O8fXkgMXHE4coQ6AVgJFZAAYuqE=">AAADtXicbVLbbtQwEHUbLiVcuoVHXiK2SK20WiXbwsID UlVaweOy6k3aRCvHmWyt2nFkO3QXy7/AD/AKH8Xf4KQr2qYdKcrRnBnPmUtaMqp0GP5dWfUePHz0eO2J//TZ8xfrnY2XJ0pUksAxEUzIsxQrYLSAY001g7NSAuYpg9P04nPNn34HqagojvSihITjWUFzSrB2rmlnfSvrZdNwO/gUbEW9cHva6Yb9sLHgLo iWoIuWNppurP6MM0EqDoUmDCs1icJSJwZLTQkD68eVghKTCzyDiYMF5qAS0yi3wVvnyYJcSPcVOmi8NzMM5koteOoiOdbnqs3Vznu5NOW3Sps6RAvB1G1FUVSL5UKCoj/aanX+ITG0KCsNBbkSm1cs0CKoRxlkVALRbOEAJpK6fgNyjiUm2g3c9+MMcreV pidXXgpRWDP+sm9NNNzpDXZ6kXVBEgq4JIJzXGQmJphZE9daa+THN7nxeEmlqRlb204dXbMj20o9vOYO29zRiSM1zLVxqMXpzHGXNANNWQa13ANwS5Ywwq737MCdHaeu2zhnwjUZs+bvcuQV8O/bV28mcXlOybxVrK6jKLeTQTKJ+u8S4wdBo1oCM7Gorx i06Q7c88pNB1IxN93ITqLEbMYucdM6+dZvLvhjbe//3+tdcDLoRzv93W+73b395S2vodfoDdpCERqiPfQVjdAxIqhCv9Bv9McbeomXeflV6OrKMucVumWe+AeBOTs0</latexit>
(d, d0) = (2, 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="7jcqiYF0Xgh6/6RHLBy68fI+Us 0=">AAADtnicbVLdbtMwFPZWfkb4WQeX3ER0SJ1UqqYdbFwgTWMTXJZq7SY1oXKc09aaHUe2u7VYfgWegFt4J94GJ63Ymu1I UT6d7xyf7/zEGaNKt1p/NzYrDx4+erz1xHv67PmL7erOy4ESM0mgTwQT8iLGChhNoa+pZnCRScA8ZnAeX37O+fMrkIqK9Ewv Mog4nqR0TAnWzjWqVutJIxm19vxPfr3deBfsjaq1VrNVmH8XBCtQQyvrjnY2f4aJIDMOqSYMKzUMWpmODJaaEgbWC2cKMkwu 8QSGDqaYg4pMId36b50n8cdCui/VfuG9nWEwV2rBYxfJsZ6qMpc77+XimK+VNnmIFoKpdUVBkIvlQoKiP8pq9fgwMjTNZhp SshQ7njFfCz+fpZ9QCUSzhQOYSOr69ckUS0y0m7jnhQmM3VqKnlx5KURqTe/LsTXBQafR7jQC64IkpHBNBOc4TUxIMLMmzLX myAtvc73eiopj07O2nNq9Ybu2lHp6w52WubOBIzXMtXGoxOnEcdc0AU1ZArncE3BLltDFrvfkxN0dp67bcMyEazJkxd/lyCX w7ttXYyJxNqVkXiqW11GU22E7GgbN95HxfL9QLYGZUORnDNrU2u555aYDsZibWmCHQWR2Q5e4a5186xUX/DG3D//v9S4YtJ tBp7n/bb92dLy65S30Gr1BdRSgA3SEvqIu6iOCrtAv9Bv9qRxWvlegMlmGbm6scl6hNatk/wBESDtt</latexit>
(d, d0) = (2, 0)
<latexit sha1_base64="vvKt0RrGUgQ4lT7m0VQ9+49x4lE=">AAADtXicbVLbbtQwEHUbLiVcuoVHXiK2SK20WiXbwsID UlVaweOy6k3aRCvHmWyt2nFkO3QXy7/AD/AKH8Xf4KQr2qYdKcrRnBnPmUtaMqp0GP5dWfUePHz0eO2J//TZ8xfrnY2XJ0pUksAxEUzIsxQrYLSAY001g7NSAuYpg9P04nPNn34HqagojvSihITjWUFzSrB2rmlnfSvrZdNwO/gUbA164fa00w37YWPBXRA tQRctbTTdWP0ZZ4JUHApNGFZqEoWlTgyWmhIG1o8rBSUmF3gGEwcLzEElplFug7fOkwW5kO4rdNB4b2YYzJVa8NRFcqzPVZurnfdyacpvlTZ1iBaCqduKoqgWy4UERX+01er8Q2JoUVYaCnIlNq9YoEVQjzLIqASi2cIBTCR1/QbkHEtMtBu478cZ5G4rTU+ uvBSisGb8Zd+aaLjTG+z0IuuCJBRwSQTnuMhMTDCzJq611siPb3Lj8ZJKUzO2tp06umZHtpV6eM0dtrmjE0dqmGvjUIvTmeMuaQaasgxquQfglixhhF3v2YE7O05dt3HOhGsyZs3f5cgr4N+3r95M4vKcknmrWF1HUW4ng2QS9d8lxg+CRrUEZmJRXzFo0x 2455WbDqRibrqRnUSJ2Yxd4qZ18q3fXPDH2t7/v9e74GTQj3b6u992u3v7y1teQ6/RG7SFIjREe+grGqFjRFCFfqHf6I839BIv8/Kr0NWVZc4rdMs88Q+EfTs1</latexit>
(d, d0) = (2, 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="8ifYMNpDMSxrcqa8ud2PWqE+ui4=">AAADtXicbVLdTtswFDZkPyz7oWyXu4lWJhWpqpLC1u1i EmKg7bKroCA1UeU4J8XCjiPbGTDLr7AX2O32UHubOaEaEDhSlE/nO8fnOz9pyajSYfh3ZdV78PDR47Un/tNnz1+sdzZeTpWoJIEjIpiQJylWwGgBR5pqBielBMxTBsfp2eeaP/4OUlFRHOrLEhKOFwXNKcHauead9V7Wz+bhVvAp6A370da80w0HYWPBXRA tQRctbTzfWP0ZZ4JUHApNGFZqFoWlTgyWmhIG1o8rBSUmZ3gBMwcLzEElplFug7fOkwW5kO4rdNB4b2YYzJW65KmL5FifqjZXO+/l0pTfKm3qEC0EU7cVRVEtlgsJiv5oq9X5h8TQoqw0FORKbF6xQIugHmWQUQlEs0sHMJHU9RuQUywx0W7gvh9nkLutND2 58lKIwprJlz1rotF2f7jdj6wLklDAORGc4yIzMcHMmrjWWiM/vslNJksqTc3E2nbq+Jod21bqwTV30OYOp47UcKGNQy1OZ447pxloyjKo5e6DW7KEMXa9Z/vu7Dh13cY5E67JmDV/lyOvgH/fvvoLictTSi5axeo6inI7GyazaPAuMX4QNKolMBOL+opBm+ 7QPa/cdCAVF6Yb2VmUmM3YJW5aJ9/6zQV/rO39/3u9C6bDQbQ92Pm2093dW97yGnqN3qAeitAI7aKvaIyOEEEV+oV+oz/eyEu8zMuvQldXljmv0C3zxD+Hvzs2</latexit>
Figure 1: Minimum number of k = k0 +1 pieces required to construct 1-sparse vectors with general
position in Θ(d, d0, k) for d ∈ [0; 2] and d0 ∈ [−1; d− 1].
3 General-order splines with shape constraint
As mentioned in (1.8) in the introduction, in contrast to the phase transition in (1.4), the faster
log log(16n) rate of estimation becomes universal in the class Θ∗(0, k) that contains all piecewise
constant non-decreasing signals. This section derives higher-order analogues of this result. We start
with the convexity constraint in the linear case in Section 3.1, and then generalize to higher-order
splines in Section 3.2.
3.1 Convex piecewise linear regression
Convex regression is one of the central topics in shape constrained regression; see, e.g., [GS15,
CGS15, Bel18] for global risk bounds and adaptation properties of the convex LSE.
We start by defining the function space of convex piecewise linear functions:
F∗n(1, k) ≡
{
f ∈ Fn(1, 0, k) : f has non-decreasing slopes on [0, 1]
}
, (3.1)
and the space on the sequence level:
Θ∗n(1, k) ≡ {θ∗ ∈ Rn : θ∗i = f∗(i/n) for some f∗ ∈ F∗n(1, k)}, (3.2)
with the subscript n in Θ∗n(1, k) suppressed in the sequel. The following two results show that the
convexity shape constraint eliminates the phase transition in Θ(1, 0, k).
Proposition 3.1. Fix any θ0 ∈ Rn. Let θ̂∗ ≡ θ̂(Θ∗(1, k), Y ) be the LSE as defined in (1.5) under
the experiment (1.1) with truth θ0. Then, for any δ > 0, there exists some C = C(δ) such that for
any n ≥ n with some universal n and k ≥ 2,
Eθ0‖θ̂∗ − θ0‖2 ≤ (1 + δ) inf
θ∗∈Θ∗(1,k)
‖θ∗ − θ0‖2 + Cσ2k log log(16n/k). (3.3)
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Proposition 3.2. Under the experiment (1.1), there exists some universal constant c such that for
all n ≥ n with some universal n and k ≥ 2,
inf
θ˜∗
sup
θ∗∈Θ∗(1,k)
Eθ∗‖θ˜∗ − θ∗‖2 ≥ cσ2k log log(16n/k),
where the infimum over θ˜∗ is taken over all measurable functions of Y .
Proposition 3.1 follows from its more general version in Theorem 3.4 ahead. The proof of
Proposition 3.2 will be presented in Appedix A.2.
Remark 3.3. The in-expectation version of Theorem 4.3 in [Bel18] proved a similar oracle inequality
for the convex LSE:
Eθ0‖θ̂(Θ∗, Y )− θ0‖2 ≤ inf
θ∗∈Θ∗
(
‖θ∗ − θ0‖2 + Ck(θ∗) log(en/k(θ∗))
)
(3.4)
for some universal constant C > 0, where Θ∗ ≡ Θ∗(1, n) is the larger class of equispaced realizations
of general convex functions on [0, 1], and k(θ∗) is the number of linear pieces of θ∗, i.e., k(θ∗) ≡∑n
i=2 12θ∗i<θ∗i−1+θ∗i+1 . Note that Θ
∗, as opposed to Θ∗(1, k), is a closed convex cone in Rn. The
bounds (3.3) and (3.4) are complementary in nature: the bound (3.4) exploits the convexity of Θ∗
to obtain a sharp oracle inequality (in the sense of leading constant 1 before infθ∗∈Θ∗ ‖θ∗ − θ0‖2),
but only achieves a slower worst-case k log(en/k) rate over the smaller class Θ∗(1, k); the bound
(3.3), or its adaptive version modified in a similar way as (1.6), is minimax optimal over Θ∗(1, k)
but loses the sharp leading constant 1.
3.2 General-order spline regression with shape constraint
Following [BW07, CGS15], we consider the class of d-monotone splines defined as follows. Let
F∗n(0, k) ≡
{
f ∈ Fn(0,−1, k) : f is non-decreasing on [0, 1]
}
be the 0-monotone class. Next, for any d ∈ Z+, define
F∗n(d, k) ≡
{
f : [0, 1]→ R : f(x) = (Idr0,...,rd−1;0f◦)(x)
for some f◦ ∈ F∗n(0, k) and real sequence {r`}d−1`=0
}
.
Define the sequence version of the above space as
Θ∗n(d, k) ≡
{
θ∗ ∈ Rn : θ∗i = f∗(i/n) for some f∗ ∈ F∗n(d, k)
}
, (3.5)
shorthanded as Θ∗(d, k). One can readily check that for d = 0, Θ∗(0, k) is the class of k-piece
isotonic signals studied in [GHZ20]; for d = 1, Θ∗(1, k) coincides with the convex piecewise linear
class in (3.2). Moreover, two facts follow immediately from the above definitions: (i) For any d ≥ 1,
f∗ ∈ F∗n(d, k) ⊂ Cd−1([0, 1]) so that Θ∗(d, k) ⊂ Θ(d, d − 1, k) with the latter defined in (2.1); (ii)
For any d ≥ 1 and ` ∈ [1; d], it holds that (f∗)(`) ∈ F∗n(d− `, k).
The following result, with Proposition 3.1 as a special case, shows that d-monotonicity eliminates
the phase transition in the general spline space Θ(d, d− 1, k). Its proof is given in Section 6.
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Theorem 3.4. Fix any θ0 ∈ Rn. Let θ̂∗ ≡ θ̂(Θ∗(d, k), Y ) be the LSE as defined in (1.5) under the
experiment (1.1) with truth θ0. Then, for any δ > 0, there exists some C = C(d, δ) such that for
any n ≥ n with some n = n(d) and k ≥ 2,
Eθ0‖θ̂∗ − θ0‖2 ≤ (1 + δ) inf
θ∗∈Θ∗(d,k)
‖θ∗ − θ0‖2 + Cσ2k log log(16n/k).
Moreover, there exists some c = c(d) such that for all n ≥ n and k ≥ 2,
inf
θ˜∗
sup
θ∗∈Θ∗(d,k)
Eθ∗‖θ˜∗ − θ∗‖2 ≥ cσ2 log log(16n),
where the infimum over θ˜∗ is taken over all measurable functions of Y .
Remark 3.5. The essential technical difficulties in proving Theorem 3.4 and Proposition 3.2 over
the oracle inequality version of (1.8) (cf. Theorem 2.1 of [GHZ20]) rest in the additional regularity
of Θ∗(d, k) over Θ∗(0, k).
(i) For the upper bound, [GHZ20] made essential use of the fact that θ̂(Θ∗(0, k)) is the sample
average given the estimated knots; cf. Lemma 5.1 therein. The analogous property is, unfor-
tunately, not true even for θ̂(Θ∗(1, k)). Instead, we provide a completely different proof which
is based on a new parametrization for general-order splines with shape constraint (cf. Lemma
6.1 ahead). We further observe that this new proof technique, when applied to the setting of
[GHZ20], significantly simplifies their proof; see Section 6.3 for details.
(ii) For the lower bound in Proposition 3.2, the continuity constraint in Θ∗(1, k) requires a much more
delicate construction of least favorable signals that achieves the k log log(16n/k) rate, compared
to Θ∗(0, k); see Appendix A.2 for more details. This lower bound construction can actually
be extended to yield the optimal k log log(16n/k) rate over the quadratic class Θ∗(2, k), but a
general lower bound of the order k log log(16n/k) is still lacking for higher-order d-monotone
splines.
4 A generalized law of iterated logarithm
In this section, we present a generalized law of iterated logarithm (LIL) in expectation that underlies
the log log(16n) rates derived in Sections 2 and 3. Recall that a centered random variable X is
said to be sub-Gaussian with parameter τ , if there exists some K > 0 such that E exp(λX) ≤
K exp(λ2τ2/2) for any λ ∈ R.
Theorem 4.1. Fix positive integers d ≥ 1 and n ≥ 2. Let {εi}ni=1 be a sequence of independent and
identically distributed centered sub-Gaussian random variables with parameter 1. Let ψ : R+ → R+
be a strictly increasing continuous function with inverse ψ−1. Let
Z ≡ max
1≤n1<n2≤n
∣∣∑
i∈(n1;n2](i− n1)dεi
∣∣
(n2 − n1)d(n2 ∧ (n− n1))1/2
.
Then, provided that ∫ ∞
1
e−c0(ψ
−1(t))2 dt <∞ (4.1)
for some sufficiently small c0 = c0(d), there exist some C1 = C1(ψ, d) > 0 and C2 = C2(d) > 0
such that
Eψ(Z) ≤ C1
[
ψ
(
(C2 log log(16n))
1/2
) ∨ 1].
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The proof of the above theorem can be found in Appendix B. Here are some choices of ψ’s that
will be relevant in the proofs of results in Sections 2 and 3.
Example 4.2. Let ψ(t) = tα where α > 0. Then ψ−1(t) = t1/α, so clearly (4.1) holds.
Example 4.3. Let ψ(t) = ect
α − 1 where α, c > 0. Then ψ−1(t) = ( log(1 + t)/c)1/α. So∫ ∞
1
e−(c0/c
2/α)(log(1+t))2/α dt
{
<∞, α ∈ (0, 2], c ∈ (0, c01α=2 +∞1α∈(0,2)),
=∞, otherwise.
Note that a law of iterated logarithm in expectation fails in general for the choice ψ(t) = ect
α − 1
whenever α > 2, as α = 2 corresponds to the maximal integrability of Gaussian random variables.
5 Proof of Theorem 2.1
Starting from this section, unless otherwise specified, we will focus on the case σ2 = 1; the extension
to an arbitrary σ2 > 0 is straightforward and hence not recorded here. We will also omit the proof
for the k log(en/k) part of Theorem 2.1 as it follows essentially from the classical arguments in
[DJ94, BM01] by completely ignoring the regularity constraints. For the rest of the section, we
focus on illustrating the form of k0 in (2.2) from the upper bound perspective and proving the
faster log log(16n) rate below the transition boundary. Section 5.1 provides a proof outline with
illustrative simple cases discussed at first. Section 5.2 reduces the proof of Theorem 2.1 to the
bound of complexity width in Proposition 5.2. The key ingredients to the proof of this proposition
will be presented in Sections 5.3 and 5.4, followed by the main proof in Section 5.5.
5.1 Proof outline
5.1.1 Piecewise linear case
We first consider the piecewise linear case d = 1, d0 ∈ {−1, 0}, and assume θ0 = 0 in (1.1) for
simplicity of discussion. Here, the transition boundary in (2.2) is k0 = 2 for d0 = −1 and k0 = 3
for d0 = 0, beyond which the log log(16n) rate cannot be attained. We focus on the case of k = 3
pieces and illustrate the difference between d0 = −1 and d0 = 0. To start, a standard reduction to
complexity width in Proposition 5.1 ahead yields that for some universal constant C > 0,
Eθ0‖θ̂ − θ0‖2 − C‖θoracle − θ0‖2 ≤ C · E sup
θ∈Θ(1,d0,3):‖θ‖≤1
(
ε · θ)2 ≡ C · EZ2,
where θoracle is any oracle in Θ(1, d0, 3) such that infθ∈Θ(1,d0,3)‖θ − θ0‖2 is achieved, and EZ2 is
termed the ‘complexity width’ of Θ(1, d0, 3). To bound EZ2, we use the following parametrization
for any given f ∈ Fn(1, d0, 3) with knots 0 = n0/n ≤ n1/n ≤ n2/n ≤ n3/n = 1: for i ∈ {0, 1, 2},
f(x) = ai + bi(x− ni/n), x ∈
(
ni
n
,
ni+1
n
]
. (5.1)
Under the additional continuity constraint when d0 = 0, one has
a1 = a0 + b0(n1 − n0)/n and a2 = a1 + b1(n2 − n1)/n. (5.2)
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Under the parametrization (5.1), the supremum within the complexity width can be bounded by
Z ≤ sup
θ∈Θ(1,d0,3):‖θ‖≤1
2∑
i=0
(
|ai|
∣∣∣∣ ∑
j∈(ni;ni+1]
εj
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣bin
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
j∈(ni;ni+1]
(j − ni)εj
∣∣∣∣).
The magnitudes of {ai} and {bi} can be drastically different for d0 = −1 and d0 = 0. We illustrate
this on the middle piece (n1;n2].
• (d0 = −1). The constraint 1 ≥ ‖θ‖ ≥ ‖θ‖(n1;n2] directly yields the following estimates for a1
and b1 with some universal C > 0:
|a1| ≤ C(n2 − n1)−1/2 and |b1/n| ≤ C(n2 − n1)−3/2. (5.3)
Such estimates cannot be improved for, e.g., f(x) = c(L−1/2−nL−3/2(x−1/2))1(1/2,1/2+L/n](x)
for small c > 0 and L ≥ 2.
• (d0 = 0). With the additional continuity constraint in (5.2), refined estimates can be obtained:
|a1| ≤ Cn−1/22 and |b1/n| ≤ C(n2 ∧ (n− n1))−3/2. (5.4)
These estimates only hold up to k = 3 pieces. For k ≥ 4, the best possible estimates are of type
(5.3) by considering, e.g., f(x) = c
(
nL3/2
(
x− (1/2−L/n))1(1/2−L/n,1/2](x)−nL3/2(x− (1/2 +
L/n)
)
1(1/2,L/n+1/2](x)
)
for small c > 0 and L ≥ 2.
The crucial difference here is that estimates of type (5.4) enable a law of iterated logarithm (cf.
Theorem 4.1) with EZ2 . log log(16n), while those of (5.3) correspond to the maxima of O(n)
independent Gaussian random variables with EZ2 . log(en).
5.1.2 General case
Similar to the linear case discussed above, the key step is to prove
E sup
θ∈Θ(d,d0,k0),‖θ‖≤1
(ε · θ)2 ≤ C log log(16n), (5.5)
and we need to obtain estimates of type (5.4). For simplicity, we consider the smoothest case
d0 = d− 1 so that k0 = d+ 2.
Fix a degree d, and any f ∈ Fn(d, d−1, d+2) along with the corresponding θ ∈ Θ(d, d−1, d+2)
of unit norm and knots 0 = n0 ≤ n1 ≤ . . . ≤ nd+2 = n. We use the following parametrization of f :
f(x) =
d+1∑
`=1
ai`
(
x− ni
n
)`−1
, x ∈
(
ni
n
,
ni+1
n
]
, (5.6)
and focus on a generic piece (ni;ni+1] at the sequence level. Here the superscript i represents ‘the
(i+1)-th piece (ni;ni+1]’ and the subscript ` represents ‘the `-th coefficient’ in the polynomial. We
aim at obtaining the following estimates:
1 ≥ c · (ai`)2((ni+1 − ni)/n)2(`−1)(ni+1 ∧ (n− ni)), ` ∈ [1; d+ 1], (5.7)
with some c = c(d). Once these estimates are obtained, one can immediately apply Theorem 4.1
to obtain a log log(16n) bound on the complexity width on (ni;ni+1].
In (5.7), the (d−1)-th order differentiability at each inner knot naturally divides the coefficients
into two groups, the ‘shared coefficients’ {ai`}`∈[1;d] and the ‘nuisance coefficient’ aid+1. This suggests
the following two-step proof strategy:
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(i) First, we show that the estimate for the second group, aid+1, follows from that of the first group;
cf. Lemma 5.6 ahead.
(ii) Second, we obtain estimates in (5.7) for ` ∈ [1; d] with the choice k0 = d + 2; cf. Lemma 5.7
ahead.
In the proof below, we will see clearly why k0 = d + 2 is the maximal number of pieces where
the estimates in (5.7) are achievable. At a high level, the coefficient estimates {ai·} on the piece
(ni;ni+1] necessarily depend on coefficient estimates at locations to the both sides of i. The passage
of such information, for example from the rightmost knot, is precisely characterized in Lemma 5.4
ahead through a set of quadratic forms, which are obtained via ‘iterative cancellation’ to be detailed
in Section 5.3. The transition boundary k0 is then determined via ‘counting of quadratic forms’
(cf. (5.15) in the main proof ahead) that mirrors the DOF calculation in (2.5), thereby unifying
the heuristics in the upper and lower bounds.
5.2 Reduction to complexity width
We first introduce some notation. For any fixed θ0 ∈ Rn, let θoracle ≡ θoracle(θ0) ∈ Θ(d, d0, k) be an
oracle such that infθ∈Θ(d,d0,k)‖θ−θ0‖ is achieved, with knots 0 = n0 ≤ n1 ≤ . . . ≤ nk = n. For each
θ ∈ Rn, define θ[j] as the sub-vector (θi)i∈(nj ;nj+1] and vj(θ) ≡ vj(θ; θoracle) ≡ (θ − θoracle)[j]/‖(θ −
θoracle)[j]‖.
The following result is a standard reduction principle for the LSE tailored to the class of splines.
Its proof can be found in Appendix C.
Proposition 5.1. Fix any θ0 ∈ Rn. Let θ̂ ≡ θ̂(Θ(d, d0, k), Y ) be the LSE as defined in (1.5) under
the experiment (1.1) with truth θ0. Then, for any δ > 0, there exists some C = C(δ) > 0 such that
Eθ0‖θ̂ − θ0‖2 ≤ (1 + δ)‖θoracle − θ0‖2 + C · E sup
θ∈Θ(d,d0,k)
k−1∑
j=0
(
ε[j] · vj(θ)
)2
.
Now, note that each vj(θ) is also a spline with unit norm and the same parameters (d, d0, k)
(rigorously speaking, the two end pieces of vj(θ) may have length smaller than d + 1, but these
pieces are negligible since there are at most 2k of them and each only contributes a constant (up
to d) factor to the complexity width). Therefore, in view of Proposition 5.1, the log log(16n)
part of Theorem 2.1 for k ≤ k0 is immediately implied by the following result by noticing that
Θ(d, d0, k) ⊂ Θ(d, d0, k0) for all k ≤ k0.
Proposition 5.2. There exists some C = C(d) such that
E sup
θ∈Θ(d,d0,k0),‖θ‖≤1
(ε · θ)2 ≤ C log log(16n).
The following two subsections present the main ingredients to the proof of Proposition 5.2,
whose details will be presented in Section 5.5.
5.3 Groundwork
Fix any f ∈ Fn(d, d0, k0) with knots 0 = n0/n ≤ n1/n ≤ . . . ≤ nk0/n = 1 and recall the
parametrization (5.6). Due to the regularity constraints, similar relations as the linear equations
of the type (5.2) exist between adjacent knots. We use the notation Coef[aip; a
i−1
q ] to denote the
coefficient of ai−1q in the linear equation of aip, i.e., aip =
∑
qCoef[a
i
p; a
i−1
q ]a
i−1
q . The following
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lemma makes explicit this dependence. Its proof and proofs for other lemmas in this subsection
are contained in Appendix C. We write
ni;j ≡ (ni − nj)/n. (5.8)
Lemma 5.3. For any i ∈ [1; k0 − 1], p ∈ [1; d0 + 1], and q ∈ [1; d+ 1],
Coef[aip; a
i−1
q ] =
(
q − 1
p− 1
)
nq−pi;i−11q≥p.
The next Lemma 5.4 provides, as described in the proof outline in Section 5.1.2, the exact forms
of the quadratic forms obtained by ‘iterative cancellation’ from right. These quadratic forms lay
the foundation for coefficient estimates of type (5.7). For the rest of this section, we reserve the
notation s for the number of ‘iterative cancellation’ performed.
Before stating the general formulation in Lemma 5.4, we first present the illustrative case of
cubic spline (d = 3, k0 = 5) in the sequence space with unit norm. We detail below the starting
point (s = 0) and the first two steps of cancellation (s ∈ {1, 2}). Following the proof outline in
Section 5.1.2, we separate the quadratic forms that only involve the ‘shared coefficients’ {ai`}`∈[1;3]
and those that also involve the ‘nuisance coefficient’ ai4.
• (s = 0). The `2 constraint on (n4;n5] for the signal (‖θ‖(n4;n5] ≤ ‖θ‖ = 1) provides control on
the following 4 quadratic forms of length 1:
1 ≥ c ·
[{
(n− n4)(a41)2 +
(n− n4)3
n2
(a42)
2 +
(n− n4)5
n4
(a43)
2
}
+
(n− n4)7
n6
(a44)
2
]
.
• (s = 1). For the first cancellation, we have, by Lemma 5.3,a41a42
a43
 =
1 n4;3 n24;3 n34;30 1 2n4;3 3n24;3
0 0 1 3n4;3


a31
a32
a33
a34
 . (5.9)
The identity (5.9) enables us to first find a linear combination of (a42, a
4
3) to cancel a
3
4, and then
to find another linear combination of (a41, a
4
2, a
4
3) to cancel both a
3
3 and a
3
4. These, along with
direct expansion of the term (a43)
2(n − n4)5/n4 using (5.9), leave us with 3 quadratic forms of
length 2:
1 ≥ c ·
[{
(n− n4)
(
3a31 + n4;3a
3
2
)2
+
(n− n4)3
n2
(
a32 + n4;3a
3
3
)2}
+
(n− n4)5
n4
(
a33 + 3n4;3a
3
4
)2]
.
• (s = 2). For the second cancellation, we have, by Lemma 5.3 again,a31a32
a33
 =
1 n3;2 n23;2 n33;20 1 2n3;2 3n23;2
0 0 1 3n3;2


a21
a22
a23
a24
 .
Then, finding a linear combination of (a31, a
3
2, a
3
3) to cancel a
2
4 and directly expanding
(
a32 +
n4;3a
3
3
)2
(n− n4)3/n2, we obtain 2 quadratic forms of length 3:
1 ≥ c·
[
(n− n4)
(
3a21 + (2n3;2 + n4;3)a
2
2 + (n
2
3;2 + n3;2n4;3)a
2
3
)2
+
(n− n4)3
n2
(
a22 + (2n3;2 + n4;3)a
2
3 + (3n
2
3;2 + 3n3;2n4;3)a
2
4
)2]
.
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To state the above cancellation scheme for general d and d0, some further notation is in-
troduced. Fix d, d0, and the resulting k0 as defined in (2.2). Define the sequence {βsj}, s ∈
[0; b(d0 + 1)/(d− d0)c] recursively as follows. Let βs0 ≡ 1,
β
s
j ≡
j∑
`=0
(
s(d− d0)− `
j − `
)
nj−`k0−s;k0−1−sβ
s−1
` (5.10)
for j ∈ [1; s(d−d0)], and βsj ≡ 0 for j > s(d−d0). Further define, for every i ∈ [1; (s+1)d0−sd+1]
and j ∈ [0; s(d− d0)],
D(i, 0) ≡ 1, D(i, j) ≡ (i; j)(d+ 1− i; j) for j ≥ 1.
Lastly, let β
s
i,j ≡ D(i, j)βsj .
We work under the extra condition that
n1;0 ∧ nk0;k0−1 ≥ max{n2;1, . . . , nk0−1;k0−2}. (5.11)
We remark that condition (5.11) is made merely for presentational simplicity; see the comments
after Lemma 5.7 ahead for detailed discussion of this condition.
Lemma 5.4. Suppose (5.11) holds. Fix d, d0, and k0 as defined in (2.2), and any θ ∈ Θ(d, d0, k0)
such that ‖θ‖ ≤ 1. Then, there exists some c = c(d) such that, for any s ∈ [0; b(d0 + 1)/(d− d0)c],
1 ≥ c
{ (s+1)d0−sd+1∑
i=1
+
sd0−(s−1)d+1∑
i=(s+1)d0−sd+2
}
(n− nk0−1)2i−1
n2(i−1)
( s(d−d0)∑
j=0
β
s
i,ja
k0−1−s
i+j
)2
. (5.12)
Remark 5.5. Several remarks for the quadratic forms above are in order.
(i) The quadratic forms in (5.12) are obtained via iterative cancellation from knot nk0−1.
(ii) In a generic β
s
i,j , the superscript s marks the counts of cancellations already performed, i in-
dicates the i-th quadratic form, and j indicates the coefficient for the j-th component in this
quadratic form.
(iii) In (5.12), we intentionally separate the indices i ∈ [1; (s+ 1)d0− sd+ 1] and i ∈ [(s+ 1)d0− sd+
2; sd0 − (s− 1)d+ 1] since the first set of quadratic forms only involves the ‘shared coefficients’
a·j with j ∈ [1; d0 + 1].
(iv) Every time s grows by 1, the first summand of (5.12) has (d − d0) fewer quadratic forms with
each one comprising of (d− d0) more components.
5.4 Key estimates
Recall the coefficient sequence {ai`}i∈[0;k0−1],`∈[1;d+1] defined in (5.6). As described in Section 5.1,
we aim to obtain sharp estimates of type (5.7). For any a, b ∈ [1;n], define
M(a, b) ≡ (a ∧ (n− b))1/2.
The first result below reduces the task of obtaining (5.7) for all the coefficients down to estimating
only the ‘shared coefficients’ {a·`}`∈[1;d0+1], from which the estimates for ‘nuisance coefficients’
{a·`}`∈[d0+2;d+1] can be derived. Its proof can be found in Appendix C.
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Lemma 5.6. Fix any i ∈ [1; k0 − 2]. Suppose there exists some c = c(d) such that for every
` ∈ [1; d0 + 1], it holds that 1 ≥ c(ai`)2n2(`−1)i+1,i M2(ni+1, ni). Then, there exists some c′ = c′(d) such
that
1 ≥ c′(ai`)2n2(`−1)i+1,i M2(ni+1, ni)
for every ` ∈ [d0 + 2; d+ 1].
Following the preceding lemma, the next result, which builds on the groundwork derived in
Lemma 5.4, makes use of an inductive argument to derive sharp estimates of the type (5.7) for
{ai+1` }`∈[1;d0+1] on a fixed target piece (ni+1;ni+2]. To make the notation more accessible, we
present here the special case d0 = d − 1 (so that k0 = d + 2) and defer the case of general d0 to
Appendix C.5.
Lemma 5.7. Suppose d0 = d − 1 and (5.11) holds. Fix i ∈ [0; d − 1]. For some c = c(d), the
following estimates hold for all locations 1 ≤ j ≤ i+ 1:
1 ≥ c max
1≤`≤d
{
(aj`)
2 · n2{(d−i)∧(`−1)}i+2;j ·
( (d−j+2)∧`∏
k=d−i+2
n2d+3−k;j
)
· n2(`−(d−j+2))+j+1;j ·M2(nj+1, nj)
}
.
Here
∏k2
k=k1
≡ 1 for k2 < k1. In particular, for j = i+ 1:
1 ≥ c max
1≤`≤d
{
(ai+1` )
2 · n2(`−1)i+2;i+1 ·M2(ni+2, ni+1)
}
. (5.13)
The proof of the above lemma is presented in the next subsection. We emphasize that the
condition (5.11) is made only for presentational simplicity, as we explain below. If it does not hold,
we can adopt the following partition of the pieces {(n0;n1], . . . , (nd+1;nd+2]} via general length
constraints. Fix a target piece (ni+1;ni+2] with i ∈ [0; d− 1].
S1. First locate among all pieces the longest one denoted as (ni∗1 ;ni∗1+1] with i
∗
1 ∈ [0; d+ 1]. If this is
the target piece, then we can directly apply Lemma E.1 in Appendix E to this piece to obtain
the desired estimates in (5.13).
S2. If not, assume without loss of generality that the target piece is to the left of this longest piece,
i.e., i+1 < i∗1. Then, we can locate the longest piece among {(n0;n1], . . . , (ni∗1−1;ni∗1 ]}, which we
denote as (ni∗2 ;ni∗2+1] with i
∗
2 ∈ [0; i∗1−1]. If the target piece is among {(ni∗2 ;ni∗2+1], . . . , (ni∗1−1;ni∗1 ]},
we can then make the following two modifications of Lemmas 5.4 and 5.7: (i) choose location ni∗1
(instead of the current nd+1) as the starting point for the cancellation of the quadratic forms; (ii)
choose location i∗2 + 1 (instead of the current location 1) as the starting point for the induction
in Lemma 5.7. These two modifications will yield the desired estimates for {ai+1` } in (5.13).
S3. If this is not the case, i.e., (ni+1;ni+2] ∈ {(n1;n2], . . . , (ni∗2−1;ni∗2 ]}, we can then iterate S2 with
i∗2 in place of i∗1. This partitioning will terminate in a finite number of steps.
Condition (5.11) (with n1;0 ≤ nd+2;d+1), along with the current versions of Lemmas 5.4 and 5.7,
correspond to the above partitioning scheme with an early stop at S2 with i∗1 = d + 1 and i∗2 = 0.
On the other hand, condition (5.11) represents the most difficult case in the sense that the maximal
gap i∗1 − i∗2 = d+ 1 activates the condition k ≤ k0 = d+ 2 as seen in (5.15) in the proof ahead.
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5.5 Main proof
The main step in the proof of Proposition 5.2 is the set of coefficient estimates in Lemma 5.7, with
its more general version stated in Appendix C.5. We present the proof of this lemma in the special
case d0 = d− 1; the proof for the general case is completely analogous.
Proof of Lemma 5.7. Let
Q2j (`) = n
2{(d−i)∧(`−1)}
i+2;j ·
( (d−j+2)∧`∏
k=d−i+2
n2d+3−k;j
)
· n2(`−(d−j+2))+j+1;j .
For the rest of the proof, empty
∏
is to be understood as 1 and empty
∨
is to be understood as
0. We will prove (a slightly stronger version with M(n1, n0) instead of M(nj+1, nj))
1 & max
1≤`≤d
{
(aj`)
2Q2j (`)
} ·M2(n1, n0) (5.14)
by induction on j ∈ [1; i + 1]. The baseline case j = 1 clearly holds by the condition (5.11) and
application of Lemma E.1 to the piece (n0;n1]. Now, suppose the induction holds up to some
location j ∈ [1; i], and we will prove the iteration at location j + 1.
(Part I). We deal with {aj+1` }d−j+1`=1 in this part. For this, we first obtain estimates for ajd+1 and
then use triangle inequality. Applying Lemma 5.4 with d0 = d− 1 and s = d− j, the j-th term in
the first summand therein yields that
1 &(n− nd+1)
2j−1
n2(j−1)
( d−j∑
`=0
β
d−j
j,` a
j+1
j+`
)2
=
(n− nd+1)2j−1
n2(j−1)
( d−j∑
`=0
β
d−j
j,`
d−j+1∑
k=`
(
k + j − 1
`+ j − 1
)
nk−`j+1;ja
j
k+j
)2
≡ (n− nd+1)
2j−1
n2(j−1)
( d−j+1∑
k=0
γ¯d−j+1j,k a
j
k+j
)2
,
where we used Lemma 5.3 and γ¯d−j+1j,k ≡
∑(d−j)∧k
q=0 β
d−j
j,q
(
k+j−1
q+j−1
)
nk−qj+1;j . Note that for a generic
number of k pieces, when j = 1, we need to take d0 = d − 1 and s = (k − 1) − (j + 1) = k − 3 in
Lemma 5.4, in which case the first summand is non-void if and only if
d− s = d− k + 3 ≥ 1 ⇐⇒ k ≤ d+ 2. (5.15)
This explains the transition boundary k0 = d+ 2 as in (2.2).
Combining the above estimate with the estimates for {ajk}dk=j from the induction assumption,
and using Lemma E.2 to cancel everything but ajd+1, we have
1 & (n− nd+1)
2j−1
n2(j−1)
( d−j+1∑
k=0
γ¯d−j+1j,k a
j
k+j
)2
+
d∑
k=j
[
(ajk)
2 ·Q2j (k) ·M2(n1, n0)
]
&
(
ajd+1
)2{(n− nd+1)2j−1(γ¯d−j+1j,d−j+1)2
n2(j−1)
∧
d∧
k=j
[
Q2j (k)M
2(n1, n0)
(γ¯d−j+1j,d−j+1)
2
(γ¯d−j+1j,k−j )2
]}
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≡ (ajd+1)2{Aj ∧ d∧
k=j
Bj,k
}
.
As Aj/(γ¯
d−j+1
j,d−j+1)
2 = n
2(j−1)
d+2;d+1(n − nd+1) & Bj,j/(γ¯d−j+1j,d−j+1)2 by the assumption that the two end
pieces are longer than any middle pieces, we only need to bound from below ∧dk=jBj,k. By definition
of γ¯··,· and non-negativity of β
·
·,·, for any j ≤ k ≤ d,
(γ¯d−j+1j,d−j+1)
2
(γ¯d−j+1j,k−j )2

(∑d−j
q=0 β
d−j
j,q n
(d−j+1)−q
j+1;j
)2(∑k−j
q=0 β
d−j
j,q n
k−j−q
j+1;j
)2 (by definition)

d−k∨
p=0
∨k−j
q=0(β
d−j
j,p+q)
2n
2{(d−j+1)−(p+q)}
j+1;j∨k−j
q=0(β
d−j
j,q )
2n
2(k−j−q)
j+1;j
(by rearranging the numerator)
≥
d−k∨
p=0
{
n
2(d−k+1−p)
j+1;j
k−j∧
q=0
(
β
d−j
j,p+q
β
d−j
j,q
)2}
(by Lemma E.2)
&
d−k∨
p=0
{
n
2(d−k+1−p)
j+1;j
k−j∧
q=0
p+q∏
r=1+q
n2d+2−r;j+1
}
(by Lemma E.7)
=
d−k∨
p=0
{
n
2(d−k+1−p)
j+1;j
p+k−j∏
r=1+k−j
n2d+2−r;j+1
}
(minimum at q = k − j).
Hence
1 & (ajd+1)
2
[ d∧
k=j
Q2j (k)
d−k∨
p=0
{
n
2(d−k+1−p)
j+1;j
p+k−j∏
r=1+k−j
n2d+2−r;j+1
}]
M2(n1, n0).
This implies that for 1 ≤ ` ≤ d, by taking p = (`− k)+ above and Lemma 5.3,
M(n1, n0)|aj+1` | .M(n1, n0)
[ d∑
k=`
nk−`j+1;j |ajk|+ nd+1−`j+1;j |ajd+1|
]
.
d∑
k=`
nk−`j+1;jQ
−1
j (k) +
d∨
k=j
{
Q−1j (k)n
k−`+(`−k)+
j+1;j
(`−k)+∏
r=1
n−1d+2+j−k−r;j+1
}
=
d∑
k=`
nk−`j+1;jQ
−1
j (k) +
∨
j≤k<`∨j
{
Q−1j (k)
`∨j−k∏
r=1
n−1d+2+j−k−r;j+1
}
+
∨
`∨j≤k≤d
{
Q−1j (k)n
k−`
j+1;j
}
.
Using that k 7→ nk−`j+1;jQ−1j (k) is non-increasing, the first and third terms in the above display are
on the same order as Q−1j (`) + Q
−1
j (` ∨ j)n`∨j−`j+1;j  Q−1j (`). Hence we only need to verify for all
1 ≤ ` ≤ d− j + 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ i,
Qj,1(`) +Qj,2(`) ≡ Q−1j (`) +
∨
j≤k<`∨j
{
Q−1j (k)
`∨j−k∏
r=1
n−1d+2+j−k−r;j+1
}
. Q−1j+1(`). (5.16)
(Case 1). If 1 ≤ ` ≤ d− i+ 1, Q−1j (`) = n−(`−1)i+2;j and Q−1j (`) = n−(`−1)i+2;j+1, so:
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• (first term) Qj,1(`) = n−(`−1)i+2;j ≤ n−(`−1)i+2;j+1 = Q−1j+1(`).
• (second term) without loss of generality we assume ` > j (otherwise this term does not exist):
Qj,2(`) =
∨
j≤k<`
{
n
−(k−1)
i+2;j
`−k∏
r=1
n−1d+2+j−k−r;j+1
}
≤
∨
j≤k<`
{
n
−(k−1)
i+2;j n
−(`−k)
d+2+j−`;j+1
}
≤
∨
j≤k<`
{
n
−(k−1)
i+2;j+1n
−(`−k)
i+2;j+1
}
= n
−(`−1)
i+2;j+1 = Q
−1
j+1(`),
where the first equality follows since k < ` ≤ d− i+ 1 so that Q−1j (k) = n−(k−1)i+2;j , and the second
inequality follows by noting that ` ≤ d− i+ 1 implies d+ 2 + j − ` ≥ i+ 2.
(Case 2). If d − i + 2 ≤ ` ≤ d − j + 1, Q−1j (`) = n−(d−i)i+2;j
∏`
s=d−i+2 n
−1
d+3−s;j and Q
−1
j+1(`) =
n
−(d−i)
i+2;j+1
∏`
s=d−i+2 n
−1
d+3−s;j+1, so:
• (first term) similarly as above,
Qj,1(`) = n
−(d−i)
i+2;j
∏`
s=d−i+2
n−1d+3−s;j ≤ n−(d−i)i+2;j+1
∏`
s=d−i+2
n−1d+3−s;j+1 = Q
−1
j+1(`).
• (second term) similarly as above we assume ` > j, then
Qj,2(`) =
∨
j≤k<`
{
n
−(d−i)
i+2;j
k∏
s=d−i+2
n−1d+3−s;j
`−k∏
r=1
n−1d+2+j−k−r;j+1
}
≤ n−(d−i)i+2;j+1
∨
j≤k<`
{ i+1∏
u=d+3−k
n−1u;j+1
d+1+j−k∏
u=d+2+j−`
n−1u;j+1
}
.
Note that
∏d+1+j−k
u=d+2+j−` n
−1
u;j+1 ≤
∏d+1+j−k−(j−1)
u=d+2+j−`−(j−1) n
−1
u;j+1 =
∏d+2−k
u=d+3−` n
−1
u;j+1, where the inequal-
ity follows by j ≥ 1 and ` ≤ d− j + 1, so the above display can be further bounded by
Qj,2(`) ≤ n−(d−i)i+2;j+1
i+1∏
u=d+3−`
n−1u;j+1 = Q
−1
j+1(`).
Hence (5.16) is verified and we have finished the proof for Part I.
(Part II). We deal with {aj+1` }d`=d−j+2 in this step. Applying Lemma 5.4 with d0 = d − 1 and
s = d− j, the last (j − 1) terms in the first summand therein take the form
1 & (n− nd+1)
3
n2
(
β
d−j
2,0 a
j+1
2 + . . .+ β
d−j
2,d−ja
j+1
d−j+2
)2
(R.2)
+
(n− nd+1)5
n4
(
β
d−j
3,0 a
j+1
3 + . . .+ β
d−j
3,d−ja
j+1
d−j+3
)2
(R.3)
. . .
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+
(n− nd+1)2j−1
n2(j−1)
(
β
d−j
j,0 a
j+1
j + . . .+ β
d−j
j,d−ja
j+1
d
)2
. (R.j)
Combining (R.2) with the estimates for {aj+1` }d−j+1`=2 obtained in Part I, and using Lemma E.3
iteratively to cancel everything but aj+1d−j+2, we obtain
1 & (n− nd+1)
3
n2
( d−j∑
k=0
β
d−j
2,k a
j+1
k+2
)2
+
d−j+1∑
k=2
[
(aj+1k )
2 ·Q2j+1(k) ·M2(n1, n0)
]
&
(
aj+1d−j+2
)2{(n− nd+1)3(β¯d−j2,d−j)2
n2
∧
d−j+1∧
k=2
[
Q2j+1(k)M
2(n1, n0)
(β¯d−j2,d−j)
2
(β¯d−j2,k−2)2
]}
≡ (aj+1d−j+2)2{A(2)j ∧ d−j+1∧
k=2
B
(2)
j,k
}
.
Similar to Part I, we only need to get a lower bound for
∧d−j+1
k=2 B
(2)
j,k . As (β¯
d−j
2,d−j)
2/(β¯d−j2,k−2)
2 &∏d−j
r=k−1 n
2
d+2−r;j+1 by Lemma E.7, it follows that
1 &
(
aj+1d−j+2
)2 d−j+1∧
k=2
[
Q2j+1(k)
d−j∏
r=k−1
n2d+2−r;j+1
]
M2(n1, n0).
As k 7→ Q2j+1(k)
∏d−j
r=k−1 n
2
d+2−r;j+1 = Q
2
j+1(d−j+1)n2d+3−k;j+1 is non-increasing on k ∈ [2; d−j+1],
the minimum is taken at k = d − j + 1 in the above display. Since Q2j+1(d − j + 1)n2j+2;j+1 =
Q2j+1(d− j + 2), we arrive at
1 &
(
aj+1d−j+2
)2
Q2j+1(d− j + 2)M2(n1, n0),
which is the desired estimate for aj+1d−j+2. Now iterate along (R.3)-(R.j) to complete the proof for
Part II. This completes the proof.
Proof of Proposition 5.2. We shorthand Θ(d, d0, k0) as Θ, and the sample points will be indexed
using ι. For any θ ∈ Θ, let {nj}k0j=0 be its knots: 0 = n0 ≤ n1 ≤ . . . ≤ nk0 = n. The overall
complexity width can then be bounded piece by piece:
E sup
θ∈Θ
(ε · θ)2 = E sup
θ∈Θ
( k0∑
i=1
(ε · θ)(ni−1;ni]
)2
≤ C
k0∑
i=1
E sup
θ∈Θ
(ε · θ)2(ni−1;ni].
We will prove that each summand in the above display can be bounded by a constant multiple of
log log(16n).
We start with the first piece (n0;n1]. Let f ∈ Fn(d, d0, k) be a generating spline of θ, i.e.,
θι = f(ι/n) for ι ∈ [1;n]. For this piece, we use the following parametrization of f(·) slightly
different from (5.6): for any x ∈ (0, n1/n],
f(x) =
d0+1∑
`=1
a˜1`
(
x− n1
n
)`−1
+
d+1∑
`=d0+2
a0`
(
x− n1
n
)`−1
. (5.17)
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Then, the complexity width in question can be written as
(ε · θ)(n0;n1] =
d0+1∑
`=1
∑
ι∈(n0;n1]
a˜1`
(
ι− n1
n
)`−1
ει +
d+1∑
`=d0+2
∑
ι∈(n0;n1]
a0`
(
ι− n1
n
)`−1
ει.
Applying Lemma E.1 to the piece (n0;n1], we have
d0+1∑
`=1
(a˜1` )
2 n
2`−1
1
n2(`−1)
+
d+1∑
`=d0+2
(a0` )
2 n
2`−1
1
n2(`−1)
. 1. (5.18)
Thus the complexity width over the first piece (n0;n1] can be bounded by
E sup
θ∈Θ
(ε · θ)2(n0;n1]
.
d0+1∑
`=1
E sup
1≤n1≤n
sup
(a˜1` )
2
n2`−11
n2(`−1)≤1
(a˜1` )
2
n2(`−1)
( ∑
ι∈(n0;n1]
(ι− n1)`−1ει
)2
+
d+1∑
`=d0+2
E sup
1≤n1≤n
sup
(a0` )
2
n2`−11
n2(`−1)≤1
(a0` )
2
n2(`−1)
( ∑
ι∈(n0;n1]
(ι− n1)`−1ει
)2
≤ C log log(16n),
where the second inequality is due to Theorem 4.1 with ψ(x) = x2 therein. The complexity width
over the last piece (nk0−1;nk0 ] can be handled similarly.
Starting from the second until the second last piece, we use the parametrization (5.6) on the
piece (ni+1;ni+2], yielding
(ε · θ)(ni+1;ni+2] =
d+1∑
`=1
∑
ι∈(ni+1;ni+2]
ai+1`
(
ι− ni+1
n
)`−1
ει.
Thus the complexity width in question can be bounded by
E sup
θ∈Θ
(ε · θ)2(ni+1;ni+2] .
d+1∑
`=1
E sup
θ∈Θ
(ai+1` )
2
n2(`−1)
( ∑
ι∈(ni+1;ni+2]
(ι− ni+1)`−1ει
)2
.
d+1∑
`=1
E sup
ni+1<ni+2,
(ai+1` )
2n
2(`−1)
i+2;i+1M
2(ni+2,ni+1)≤1
(
ai+1`
)2
n2(`−1)
( ∑
ι∈(ni+1;ni+2]
(ι− ni+1)`−1ει
)2
≤ C log log(16n),
where the second inequality is by plugging in the estimates ai+1` , ` ∈ [1; d + 1] from Lemma C.1
(the general version of Lemma 5.7 with general d0 ∈ [−1; d − 1]), and the third inequality is by
applying Theorem 4.1 with ψ(x) = x2 therein. The proof is thus complete.
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6 Proof of Theorem 3.4, upper bound
6.1 Proof outline
For expository purpose, we focus on the convex linear case Θ∗(1, k) with truth θ0 = 0 in (1.1).
Using the reduction Proposition 5.1, the key ingredient is to show
E sup
θ∗∈Θ∗(1,k):‖θ∗‖≤1
(
ε · θ∗)2 ≤ C log log(16n). (6.1)
To control the complexity width, we may parametrize any θ∗ ∈ Θ∗(1, k) by
θ∗i = c0 +
j∗∑
j=1
aj
(
nj − i
n
)
+
+
k−1∑
j=j∗
bj
(
i− nj
n
)
+
, (6.2)
where
• j∗ is the index of the knot where the slope of the underlying convex function f∗ crosses zero if
it does, and is otherwise set to be k;
• {aj} and {bj} are two non-negative real sequences parametrizing the change of slope, in the two
regions where f∗ has negative and positive slopes, respectively.
With the parametrization (6.2), proving (6.1) then reduces to obtaining sharp estimates for
{aj}, {bj}, and c0. These estimates are obtained in rather different ways:
• For the coefficients {aj}, {bj}, the non-negativity property turns out to be the key in obtain-
ing sharp estimates for their magnitudes. Combined with the LIL (cf. Theorem 4.1), these
coefficients contribute the desired log log(16n) factor to the complexity width (6.1).
• For the coefficient c0, an a priori estimate |c0| ≤ C/
√
n is obtained (cf. Lemma 6.2) under the
assumed (convexity) shape constraint and the `2 constraint on the signal. This means that the
coefficient c0 only contributes a constant factor to the complexity width (6.1).
It should be noted that for the larger class Θ(1, 0, k) without the convexity shape constraint,
a parametrization in the form of (6.2) still holds but without the non-negativity constraint on
{aj}, {bj}. The lack of such sign constraints unfortunately makes this representation not quite
useful in obtaining LIL for Θ(1, 0, 3), so a different representation (cf. (5.1)) and a different proof
strategy (cf. Section 5.1) are adopted for Θ(1, 0, 3).
6.2 Groundwork
The first result establishes a canonical parametrization for general-order d-monotone splines. By
definition, the polynomial coefficient of the highest order for a d-monotone spline is increasing and
thus crosses zero at most once. In the following parametrization, we choose this cross point as the
pivot.
Lemma 6.1. For any f∗ ∈ F∗n(d, k), there exists some integer j∗ ∈ [0; k] and real sequences
{aj}j
∗
j=1, {bj}k−1j=j∗, and {c`}d−1`=0 such that aj(−1)d+1 ≥ 0, bj ≥ 0, and
f∗(x) =
j∗∑
j=1
aj
(nj
n
− x
)d
+
+
k−1∑
j=j∗
bj
(
x− nj
n
)d
+
+
d−1∑
`=0
c`
`!
x` (6.3)
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for x ∈ (0, 1], where {nj/n}kj=0 are the knots of f∗. On the sequence level, we have for every
θ∗ ∈ Θ∗(d, k):
θ∗i =
j∗∑
j=1
aj
(
nj − i
n
)d
+
+
k−1∑
j=j∗
bj
(
i− nj
n
)d
+
+
d−1∑
`=0
c`
`!
(i/n)`. (6.4)
The next result generalizes the bound |c0| ≤ C/
√
n in the previous proof outline, indicating
that all lower-order polynomial coefficients of a d-monotone spline can be well-controlled.
Lemma 6.2. For any θ∗ ∈ Θ∗(d, k) with ‖θ∗‖2 ≤ 1, there exists some C = C(d) such that, in its
canonical form (6.4), |c`| ≤ C/
√
n for every ` ∈ [0; d− 1].
The proof of the above lemmas can be found in Appendix D.
6.3 Main proof
Proof of Theorem 3.4 (upper bound). Throughout the proof, we will shorthand Θ∗(d, k) as Θ∗. We
start with a slight modification of the reduction principle in Proposition 5.1.
Let L0 ≡ n/k be an integer without loss of generality. Let θ∗oracle be an oracle in Θ∗ that achieves
the infimum. Let nj ≡ nj(θ∗oracle), 0 ≤ j ≤ k be the knots of θ∗oracle: 0 = n0 ≤ n1 ≤ . . . ≤ nk = n.
For each j ∈ [0; k − 1], let mj ≡ mj(θ∗oracle) ≡ d(nj+1 − nj)/L0e, nj,p ≡ nj,p(θ∗oracle) ≡ nj + p · L0
for p ∈ [0;mj − 1] so that nj,0 = nj and nj,mj ≡ nj,mj (θ∗oracle) ≡ nj+1. Lastly, for any θ∗ ∈ Θ∗,
let sj,p ≡ sj,p(θ∗, θ∗oracle) be the number of knots of θ∗ − θ∗oracle on the segment (nj,p, nj,p+1], so that∑k−1
j=0
∑mj−1
p=0 sj,p ≤ k. Under the above notation, define, for each θ ∈ Rn, (θ)[j,p] as the sub-vector
(θi)i∈(nj,p,nj,p+1].
Following the same line of proof as Proposition 5.1 on this finer resolution {nj,p}, we have, for
any δ > 0 and then some C = C(δ),
Eθ0‖θ̂ − θ0‖2 ≤ (1 + δ)‖θ∗oracle − θ0‖2 + C · E sup
θ∗∈Θ∗
k−1∑
j=0
mj−1∑
p=0
(
ε[j,p] · vj,p(θ∗)
)2
,
where vj,p(θ
∗) ≡ vj,p(θ∗; θ∗oracle) ≡ (θ∗ − θ∗oracle)[j,p]/‖(θ∗ − θ∗oracle)[j,p]‖.
We now prove that the second term on the right side can be bounded by a constant multiple
of k log log(16n/k). Some extra notation is hence needed. For any θ∗ ∈ Θ∗, denote the set of
sj,p knots of vj,p(θ
∗) as nj,p,1, . . . , nj,p,sj,p . Also define nj,p,0 ≡ nj,p,0(θ∗oracle) ≡ nj,p and nj,p,sj,p+1 ≡
nj,p,sj,p+1(θ
∗
oracle) ≡ nj,p+1. Moreover, in view of the canonical parametrization of shape-constrained
splines in Lemma 6.1, let for each fixed j ∈ [0; k − 1] and p ∈ [0;mj ] the index q ≡ q(θ∗, θ∗oracle) ∈
[0; sj,p] be such that, on (nj,p, nj,p+1], (nj,p,q∗−1, nj,p,q∗ ] is the last piece on which the sign of the
highest order polynomial component of θ∗ − θ∗oracle is negative.
Under the above notation, we have vj,p(θ
∗) ∈ Θ∗nj,p+1−nj,p(d, sj,p + 1) (here we assume with-
out loss of generality that the two end pieces of θ∗ − θ∗oracle adjacent to nj,p and nj,p+1 also
have length at least d + 1 since there are at most 2k such pieces and each only contributes
a constant factor to the complexity width). Thus Lemma 6.1 entails that there exist real se-
quences {cj,p,`} ≡ {cj,p,`(θ∗, θ∗oracle)}, and some q∗ ∈ [1; sj,p] along with sequences of equal sign
{aj,p,q}q
∗
q=1 ≡ {aj,p,q(θ∗, θ∗oracle)}q
∗
q=1, {bj,p,q}sj,pq=q∗ ≡ {bj,p,q(θ∗, θ∗oracle)}sj,pq=q∗ such that
(
vj,p(θ
∗)
)
i
=
q∗∑
q=1
aj,p,q
(
nj,p,q − (i+ nj,p)
n
)d
+
+
sj,p∑
q=q∗
bj,p,q
(
(i+ nj,p)− nj,p,q
n
)d
+
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+
d−1∑
`=0
cj,p,`
`!
(
i− nj,p
n
)`
≡ (v1j,p(θ∗))i + (v2j,p(θ∗))i, (6.5)
where (v2j,p(θ
∗))i ≡
∑d−1
`=0 cj,p,`
(
(i− nj,p)/n
)`
/`!. Therefore, we have
E sup
θ∗∈Θ∗
k−1∑
j=0
mj−1∑
p=0
(
ε[j,p] · vj,p(θ∗)
)2
≤ 2
(
E sup
θ∗∈Θ∗
k−1∑
j=0
mj−1∑
p=0
(
ε[j,p] · v1j,p(θ∗)
)2
+ E sup
θ∗∈Θ∗
k−1∑
j=0
mj−1∑
p=0
(
ε[j,p] · v2j,p(θ∗)
)2)
≡ 2
(
(I) + (II)
)
.
We first upper bound (II). Since for each j, p and θ∗ ∈ Θ∗, vj,p(θ∗) ∈ Θ∗nj,p+1−nj,p(d, sj,p+1) and has
unit norm, Lemma 6.2 entails that there exists some C = C(d) such that |cj,p,`| ≤ C/√nj,p+1 − nj,p
for j ∈ [0; k − 1], p ∈ [0;mj ], and ` ∈ [0; d− 1]. Let ∆nj,p ≡ nj,p+1 − nj,p. Then, we have
(II) ≤ C · E sup
|cj,p,`|≤C/
√
∆nj,p
k−1∑
j=0
mj−1∑
p=0
d−1∑
`=0
c2j,p,`
n2`(`!)2
( ∑
i∈(nj,p;nj,p+1]
(i− nj,p)`εi
)2
≤ C ·
k−1∑
j=0
mj−1∑
p=0
d−1∑
`=0
(∆nj,p)
−1E
[∑
i∈(nj,p;nj,p+1](i− nj,p)`εi
]2
n2`
≤ C ·
k−1∑
j=0
mj−1∑
p=0
1 = C ·
k−1∑
j=0
mj ≤ Ck.
Next, we bound (I). Some extra notation is needed. Define the following partition of (nj,p;nj,p+1]
with intervals
IBj,p,` ≡
(
nj,p +
⌈
(1− 2−(`−1))∆nj,p
⌉
;nj,p +
⌈
(1− 2−`)∆nj,p
⌉ ]
for ` ∈ [1; tj,p] and tj,p ≡ dlog2 ∆nj,pe, and similarly,
IAj,p,` ≡
(
nj,p+1 −
⌈
(1− 2−`)∆nj,p
⌉
;nj,p+1 −
⌈
(1− 2−(`−1))∆nj,p
⌉ ]
.
From this definition, we immediately have (with analogous conclusions for IAj,p,`): (i) |IBj,p,`| ≤⌈
2−`∆nj,p
⌉
; (ii) 2(
∑
`>`0
|IBj,p,`|+ 1) ≥
∑
`≥`0 |IBj,p,`| for any `0 ∈ [1; tj,p]. Then, let
Bj,p,` ≡ Bj,p,`(θ∗, θ∗oracle) ≡
sj,p∑
q=q∗
bj,p,`1nj,p,q∈IBj,p,` ,
δBj,p,` ≡ δBj,p,`(θ∗, θ∗oracle) ≡ max
{
q∗ ≤ q ≤ sj,p : 1nj,p,q∈IBj,p,`
}
.
In words, δBj,p,` equals to 1 if and only if among the knots {nj,p,q}sj,pq=q∗ , there is at least one that
lies in the interval IBj,p,`, and if such is the case, Bj,p,` returns the block sum. We omit the similar
definitions for Aj,p,` and δ
A
j,p,`. By definition, we immediately have
∑tj,p
`=1 δ
B
j,p,` ≤ sj,p.
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In the parametrization (6.5), using the constraint ‖vj,p(θ∗)‖ ≤ 1 and the bounds |cj,p,`| ≤
C/
√
nj,p+1 − nj,p for ` ∈ [0; d− 1], we have ‖v1j,p(θ∗)‖ ≤ C (recall the definition of v1j,p in (6.5)) for
some C = C(d). Hence for some sufficiently small c = c(d),
1 ≥ c ·
∑
i∈(nj,p;nj,p+1]
[ q∗∑
q=1
aj,p,q
(
nj,p,q − i
n
)d
+
+
sj,p∑
q=q∗
bj,p,q
(
i− nj,p,q
n
)d
+
]2
≥ c ·
∑
i∈(nj,p;nj,p+1]
[ q∗∑
q=1
aj,p,q
(
nj,p,q − i
n
)d
+
]2
∨
[ sj,p∑
q=q∗
bj,p,q
(
i− nj,p,q
n
)d
+
]2
,
where the second inequality follows from the fact that the interaction term between the two sum-
mands in the first inequality is 0 for each i.
Now, starting from the constraint 1 ≥ c ·∑i∈(nj,p;nj,p+1] [∑sj,pq=q∗ bj,p,q( i−nj,p,qn )d+]2, we will obtain
estimates for Bj,p,`. Fix j, p. By the disjointness of I
B
j,p,` and the non-negativeness of {bj,p,q}, we
have
1 ≥ c ·
∑
i∈(nj,p;nj,p+1]
[ tj,p∑
`=1
sj,p∑
q=q∗
bj,p,q1nj,p,q∈IBj,p,`
(
i− nj,p,q
n
)d
+
]2
≥ c ·
∑
i∈(nj,p;nj,p+1]
[ tj,p∑
`=1
sj,p∑
q=q∗
bj,p,q1nj,p,q∈IBj,p,`
(
i− (IBj,p,`)+
n
)d
+
]2
= c ·
∑
i∈(nj,p;nj,p+1]
[ tj,p∑
`=1
Bj,p,`
(
i− (IBj,p,`)+
n
)d
+
]2
≥ c ·
tj,p∑
`=1
B2j,p,`
∑
i∈(nj,p;nj,p+1]
(
i− (IBj,p,`)+
n
)2d
+
≥ c ·
tj,p∑
`=1
B2j,p,`
(nj,p+1 − (IBj,p,`)+)2d+1
n2d
≥ c ·
tj,p∑
`=1
B2j,p,`
(nj,p+1 − (IBj,p,`)−)2d+1
n2d
, (6.6)
where (IBj,p,`)+ ((I
B
j,p,`)−) is defined to be the right (left) endpoint of I
B
j,p,`, and the last inequality
follows from property (ii) of the partition IBj,p,`.
We are now ready to bound the term (I). First by the vanishing of interaction terms, we have
(I) = (I1) + (I2), where
(I1) ≡ E sup
θ∗∈Θ∗
k−1∑
j=0
mj−1∑
p=0
[ q∗∑
q=0
aj,p,q
( ∑
i∈(nj,p;nj,p,q ]
(
nj,p,q − i
n
)d
+
εi
)]2
,
(I2) ≡ E sup
θ∗∈Θ∗
k−1∑
j=0
mj−1∑
p=0
[ sj,p∑
q=q∗
bj,p,q
( ∑
i∈(nj,p,q ;nj,p+1]
(
i− nj,p,q
n
)d
+
εi
)]2
.
Due to symmetry, we only bound (I2) as follows:
(I2) = E sup
θ∗
∑
j,p
[ sj,p∑
q=q∗
tj,p∑
`=1
1nj,p,q∈IBj,p,`bj,p,q
( ∑
i∈(nj,p,q ;nj,p+1]
(
i− nj,p,q
n
)d
εi
)]2
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≤ E sup
θ∗
∑
j,p
[ tj,p∑
`=1
{ sj,p∑
q=q∗
1nj,p,q∈IBj,p,`bj,p,q
}
max
τ∈IBj,p,`
∣∣∣∣ ∑
i∈(τ ;nj,p+1]
(
i− τ
n
)d
εi
∣∣∣∣]2
= E sup
θ∗
∑
j,p
[ tj,p∑
`=1
Bj,p,` max
τ∈IBj,p,`
∣∣∣∣ ∑
i∈(τ ;nj,p+1]
(
i− τ
n
)d
εi
∣∣∣∣]2
≤ E max
{δBj,p,`}∈∆B
k−1∑
j=0
mj−1∑
p=0
tj,p∑
`=1
δBj,p,` max
τ∈IBj,p,`
(∑
i∈(τ ;nj,p+1](i− τ)dεi
)2
(nj,p+1 − (IBj,p,`)−)2d+1
.
Here, the first inequality follows from the non-negativity of {bj,p,q}, the second equality follows
from the definition of Bj,p,`, and the last inequality follows from Cauchy-Schwarz along with the
estimates for Bj,p,` in (6.6). Furthermore, we define
∆B ≡
{
{δBj,p,`} : δBj,p,` ∈ {0, 1},
k∑
j=1
mj∑
p=1
tj,p∑
`=1
δBj,p,` ≤ k
}
to be the admissible set for the sequence {δBj,p,`}. As
∑k
j=1
∑mj
p=1
∑tj,p
`=1 1 =
∑k
j=1
∑mj
p=1 dlog2(nj,p+1 − nj,p)e ≤
Ck dlog2(n/k)e, a combinatorial estimate yields that |∆B| ≤
(Ckdlog2(n/k)e
k
) ≤ (Ce dlog2(n/k)e)k.
Now, using the basic inequality (a + b)2 ≤ 2(a2 + b2), it suffices to bound by the order
k log log(16n/k) the following two terms:
E max
{δBj,p,`}∈∆B
k−1∑
j=0
mj−1∑
p=0
tj,p∑
`=1
δBj,p,` max
τ∈IBj,p,`
(∑
i∈(τ ;(IBj,p,`)+](i− τ)
dεi
)2
(
nj,p+1 − (IBj,p,`)−
)2d+1 (6.7)
and
E max
{δBj,p,`}∈∆B
k−1∑
j=0
mj−1∑
p=0
tj,p∑
`=1
δBj,p,` max
τ∈IBj,p,`
(∑
i∈((IBj,p,`)+;nj,p+1](i− τ)
dεi
)2
(
nj,p+1 − (IBj,p,`)−
)2d+1 . (6.8)
From here on, in view of Theorem 4.1, the proof is essentially the same as that of Lemma 5.2 in
[GHZ20] (our (6.7) and (6.8) correspond to their (42) and (43)). For the sake of completeness, we
will present the proof for the bound of (6.7); the bound for (6.8) follows from essentially the proof
of (43) in [GHZ20].
Denote the variable in (6.7) as Z, i.e.,
Z ≡ max
{δBj,p,`}∈∆B
k−1∑
j=0
mj−1∑
p=0
tj,p∑
`=1
δBj,p,` max
τ∈IBj,p,`
(∑
i∈(τ ;(IBj,p,`)+](i− τ)
dεi
)2
(
nj,p+1 − (IBj,p,`)−
)2d+1 .
We bound the tail probability of Z as follows. For any u ≥ 0 and small enough c > 0,
P(Z > u)
≤
∑
{δBj,p,`}∈∆B
P
[ k−1∑
j=0
mj−1∑
p=0
tj,p∑
`=1
δBj,p,` max
τ∈IBj,p,`
(∑
i∈(τ ;(IBj,p,`)+](i− τ)
dεi
)2
(
nj,p+1 − (IBj,p,`)−
)2d+1 > u]
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≤
∑
{δBj,p,`}∈∆B
e−cu
∏
j,p,`
E exp
[
cδBj,p,` max
τ∈IBj,p,`
(∑
i∈(τ ;(IBj,p,`)+](i− τ)
dεi
)2
(
nj,p+1 − (IBj,p,`)−
)2d+1 ]
.
∑
{δBj,p,`}∈∆B
e−cu · exp
( k−1∑
j=0
mj−1∑
p=0
tj,p∑
`=1
CδBj,p,` log log
(
16(nj,p+1 − nj,p)
))
≤ exp ( log|∆B| − cu+ Ck log log(16n/k)) ≤ exp(−cu+ Ck log log(16n/k)).
Here, the second inequality follows from the independence of the partial sum processes over the
partition {IBj,p,`}, the third inequality follows by choosing c to be sufficiently small and then applying
Theorem 4.1 with ψ(x) = exp(cx2)− 1 therein, and the fourth inequality follows from the fact that
nj,p+1 − nj,p ≤ n/k and that
∑k−1
j=0
∑mj−1
p=0
∑tj,p
`=1 δ
B
j,p,` ≤ k for any {δBj,p,`} ∈ ∆B. The proof is now
complete by integrating the tail estimate.
A Proof of lower bounds
A.1 Lower bound in Section 2
Proof of Proposition 2.2. We start with the first claim. In view of the fact that minimax rate over
Θ(d, d0, k) is non-decreasing in k and Θ(d, d− 1, k) ⊂ Θ(d, d0, k) for any d0 ∈ [−1; d− 1], it suffices
to show that
inf
θ˜
sup
θ∈Θ(d,d−1,2)
Eθ‖θ˜ − θ‖2 ≥ c log log(16n).
For this, we will apply a standard reduction argument to multiple hypothesis testing (cf. Theorem
2.5 of [Tsy09]). Define the following series of splines. Let M ≡ blog2(n/(d+ 1))c, and for each
` ∈ [1;M ], τ` ≡
⌊
(1− 2−`)n⌋ and f `(x) ≡ α`(x−τ`/n)d+ with α` ≡ c(2`)(2d+1)/2√log log(16n)/n for
some sufficiently small c. Further define f0(x) ≡ 0 on [0, 1], and the induced vectors θ`i ≡ f `(i/n)
for i ∈ [1;n] and ` ∈ [0;M ]. Denote the corresponding joint distribution of {Yi}ni=1 under the
experiment (1.1) with truth θ` as P`, ` ∈ [0;M ]. It can be readily verified that θ` ∈ Θ(d, d− 1, 2),
and the Kullback-Leibler divergence between P0 and each P`, denoted as KL(P0, P`), satisfies
KL(P0, P`) = ‖θ0 − θ`‖2/2 = ‖θ`‖2/2  log log(16n)
for every ` ∈ [1;M ]. Moreover, for any 1 ≤ j < k ≤M , it holds by direct calculation that
d(Pj , Pk) ≡ ‖θj − θk‖2 ≥
∑
i∈(τj ,τk]
(θji − θki )2  α2j
(τk − τj)2d+1
n2d
 α2j
(n− τj)2d+1
n2d
 α2j
2−j(2d+1)
n
 log log(16n).
Theorem 2.5 in [Tsy09] therefore entails the desired lower bound.
Next, we prove the second claim. By following the same reduction as in the previous claim,
it suffices to show that for any k ≥ k0 + 1, there exists some nonzero f ∈ Fn(d, d0, k0 + 1) such
that f(x) = 0 for x ∈ [0, c] ∪ [1 − c, 1] with some universal c. Take c = 1/3. Let τ0 ≡ 0,
τj ≡ 1/3 + (j − 1)/(3(k0 − 1)) for j ∈ [1; k0], and τk0+1 ≡ 1. Define
f(x) ≡
( k0−1∑
j=1
d∑
`=d0+1
cj`(x− τj)`+
)
· 1[1/3,2/3](x), x ∈ [0, 1].
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By definition, f vanishes on [0, 1/3]∪ [2/3, 1]. Moreover, it can be readily checked that, for any real
sequence {cj`}j∈[1;k0−1],`∈[d0+1;d], f (`)((τj)−) = f (`)((τj)+) for j ∈ [1; k0 − 1] and ` ∈ [0; d0]. There-
fore, in order to show that f ∈ Fn(d, d0, k0+1) and is non-zero, it suffices to show that there exists a
non-zero realization of the sequence {cj`}j∈[1;k0−1],`∈[d0+1;d] such that f (`)((τk0))−) = f (`)((τk0)+) = 0
for all ` ∈ [0; d0]. This is equivalent to finding a non-zero solution for the homogeneous linear system
Ac = b, where c ≡ {cj`}j∈[1;k0−1],`∈[d0+1;d] ∈ R(k0−1)(d−d0), b ≡ 0(k0−1)(d−d0), and
A ≡ [A1 A2 . . . Ak0−1]
with
Aj ≡

(d0 + 1; 0)τd0+1k0,j (d0 + 2; 0)τ
d0+2
k0,j
. . . (d; 0)τdk0,j
(d0 + 1; 1)τd0k0,j (d0 + 2; 1)τ
d0+1
k0,j
. . . (d; 1)τd−1k0,j
. . .
(d0 + 1; d0)τk0,j (d0 + 2; d0)τ2k0,j . . . (d; d0)τd−d0k0,j

and τj1,j2 ≡ τj1 − τj2 . Note that the coefficient matrix A has d0 + 1 rows and (k0 − 1)(d − d0)
columns, where, by definition of k0,
(k0 − 1)(d− d0) ≥ d0 + 2 ⇐⇒
⌊
d+ 1
d− d0
⌋
+ 1 ≥ d+ 2
d− d0 .
The above equivalence indeed holds since if (d+ 1)/(d− d0) is an integer, then⌊
d+ 1
d− d0
⌋
+ 1 =
d+ 1 + (d− d0)
d− d0 ≥
d+ 2
d− d0 ,
and if not ⌊
d+ 1
d− d0
⌋
+ 1 ≥
⌈
d+ 1
d− d0
⌉
≥ d+ 2
d− d0 .
This entails that the solution space of the linear system Ac = b is of dimension at least one and
thus the system is guaranteed to have a non-trivial solution. The proof is thus complete.
A.2 Lower bound in Section 3
Proof of Proposition 3.2. We will continue to adopt the standard reduction to multiple testing
(cf. Theorem 2.5 of [Tsy09]) as in the proof of Proposition 2.2. We first introduce a set of
basis functions. Let k˜ ≡ k/3 which we assume without loss of generality to be an integer, `0 ≡⌊
log2(n/(2k˜))
⌋
, and τ` ≡ (1 − 2−(`−1))/k˜ for ` ∈ [1; `0 + 1]. Next, for x ∈ [0, 1/k˜], let f˜`(x) ≡
c(2`−1)3/2
√
log log(16n/k)/n(x− τ`)+ for ` ∈ [1; `0] and fref(x) ≡ c(2`0)3/2
√
log log(16n/k)/n(x−
τ`0+1)+ (here the subscript “ref” stands for “reference” and fref will be pieced together later to
be the true signal underlying the distribution P0 in Theorem 2.5 of [Tsy09]). Then let f`(x) ≡
f˜`(x) ∨ fref(x), and it can be verified that f`(x) = f˜`(x) on [0, τ`0+1]. The above set of functions
resembles those constructed in the proof of Proposition 2.2, and satisfies the similar properties∑
i:(i/n)∈(0,1/k˜]
(
f`(i/n)− f`′(i/n)
)2 ≥ c log log(16n/k) (A.1)
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for any 1 ≤ ` 6= `′ ≤ `0, and∑
i:(i/n)∈(0,1/k˜]
(
f`(i/n)− fref(i/n)
)2 ≤ ∑
i:(i/n)∈(0,1/k˜]
(
f`(i/n)
)2
≤ 2
( ∑
i:(i/n)∈(0,1/k˜]
(
f˜`(i/n)
)2
+
∑
i:(i/n)∈(0,1/k˜]
(
fref(i/n)
)2)
≤ C log log(16n/k). (A.2)
We now construct the hypotheses in the multiple testing framework. For j ∈ [1; k˜], let f j` (·), f jref(·)
be a set of functions defined on [(j − 1)/k˜, j/k˜] as follows. Let f1` (x) ≡ f`(x) and f1ref(x) ≡ fref(x)
as defined above. Next, for j ∈ [2; k], we define inductively f jref(x) ≡ f j−1ref (x) + fref(x− (j − 1)/k˜),
where f j−1ref (x) for x ∈ [(j−1)/k˜, j/k˜] is to be understood as the extension from [(j−2)/k˜, (j−1)/k˜].
Also define f j` (x) ≡ f jref(x) + f`(x− (j − 1)/k˜). Lastly, we piece them together as
f0(x) ≡
k˜∑
j=1
f jref(x)1((j−1)/k˜,j/k˜](x)
and
f`(x) ≡
k˜∑
j=1
f j`j (x)1((j−1)/k˜,j/k˜](x),
where ` = (`1, . . . , `k˜)
> ∈ [1; `0]k˜. One can readily verify that all of the f0 and f` belong to the
class F∗n(1, k). Indeed, continuity follows directly from the construction and since there are at most
3 pieces on each of [(j − 1)/k˜, j/k˜], there will be at most 3k˜ = k pieces in total. Therefore, the
sequence counterparts θ0 ≡ (f0(i/n))i and θ` ≡ (f`(i/n))i belong to Θ∗(1, k).
Let ρ(·, ·) denote the Hamming distance. Then, the Gilbert-Varshamov bound (cf. Theorems
5.1.7 and 5.1.9 in [vL99]) entails that with some small c > 0, there exists a subset S ⊂ [1; `0]k˜ with
cardinality |S|  `ck˜0 such that ρ(`, `′) ≥ ck˜ for any ` 6= `′ ∈ S. Adopting those in S as the truth
in the experiment (1.1), we obtain a total of M ≡ 1 + |S|  `ck˜0 hypotheses, which we denote as P 0
and P `, ` ∈ S.
It remains to verify: (i) ‖θ` − θ`′‖2 ≥ ck log log(16n/k) for any ` 6= `′ ∈ S; (ii) KL(P 0, P `) ≤
C log |S| for any ` ∈ S. We first verify (i). By definition of θ` and θ`′ , on each [(j− 1)/k˜, j/k˜] such
that `j 6= `′j , we have by (A.1),
∑
i: i
n
∈( j−1
k˜
, j
k˜
]
(θ`i − θ`
′
i )
2 =
∑
i: i
n
∈( j−1
k˜
, j
k˜
]
[
f`j
(
i
n
− j − 1
k˜
)
− f`′j
(
i
n
− j − 1
k˜
)]2
=
∑
i: i
n
∈(0, 1
k˜
]
[
f`j
(
i
n
)
− f`′j
(
i
n
)]2
≥ c log log(16n/k).
This entails that
‖θ` − θ`′‖2 ≥ ρ(`, `′)c log log(16n/k) ≥ ck log log(16n/k).
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Similarly, for (ii), we have by (A.2)
KL(P 0, P `) = ‖θ0 − θ`‖2/2 ≤ Ck˜ ·
∑
i: i
n
∈(0, 1
k˜
]
[
f`j
(
i
n
)
− fref
(
i
n
)]2
≤ Ck˜ log log(16n/k)  log |S|.
Application of Theorem 2.5 in [Tsy09] then completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 3.4 (lower bound). This is immediate by realizing that Θ∗(d, 2) ⊂ Θ∗(d, k) for
k ≥ 2 and the lower bound construction in the first part of the proof of Proposition 2.2 can be
directly applied to establish a lower bound for Θ∗(d, 2).
B Proof of Theorem 4.1
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We first claim that there exists some c = c(d) such that for any t > 0, the
event
E1 ≡
{
max
1≤n1<n2≤n
(n2 − n1)−d(n2 ∧ (n− n1))−1/2
∣∣∣∣ ∑
(n1;n2]
(i− n1)dεi
∣∣∣∣ ≥ t}
is contained in the event
E2 ≡
{
max
1≤n1<n2≤n
(n2 ∧ (n− n1))−1/2
∣∣∣∣ ∑
(n1;n2]
εi
∣∣∣∣ ≥ ct}.
On Ec2, for any 1 ≤ n1 < n2 ≤ n, it holds that
∣∣∑
(n1;n2]
εi
∣∣ ≤ c(n2 ∧ (n− n1))1/2t. Then,∣∣∣∣ ∑
(n1;n2]
εi(i− n1)d
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣ ∑
i∈(n1;n2]
εi
i−n1∑
j=1
(
jd − (j − 1)d)∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣ n2−n1∑
j=1
(
jd − (j − 1)d) ∑
i∈[n1+j;n2]
εi
∣∣∣∣
≤
d−1∑
`=0
(
d
`
) n2−n1∑
j=1
(j − 1)`
∣∣∣∣ ∑
i∈[n1+j;n2]
εi
∣∣∣∣
≤ ct ·
d−1∑
`=0
(
d
`
) n2−n1∑
j=1
(j − 1)`
(√
n2 ∧
√
n− n1 − (j − 1)
)
≤ 2ct ·
d−1∑
`=0
(
d
`
)∫ n2−n1
0
x`
(√
n2 ∧
√
n− n1 − x
)
dx (B.1)
≤ 4ct ·
d−1∑
`=0
(
d
`
)
(n2 − n1)`+1(n2 ∧ (n− n1))1/2 (B.2)
≤ c2d+2t · (n2 − n1)d(n2 ∧ (n− n1))1/2,
where the inequality (B.1) follows from the fact that the map x 7→ x`(√n2 ∧
√
n− n1 − x) first
increases and then decreases on [0, n−n1], and the inequality (B.2) follows from a separate discussion
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of n2 ≤ n−n1 and n2 > n−n1 and the following two bounds:
∫ n2−n1
0 x
` dx = (`+1)−1(n2−n1)`+1
and ∫ n2−n1
0
x`
√
n− n1 − x dx ≤ (n2 − n1)`
∫ n2
n1
√
n− x dx
= (n2 − n1)`
∫ n−n1
n−n2
√
x dx = (n2 − n1)` · 2
3
(
(n− n1)3/2 − (n− n2)3/2
)
= (n2 − n1)` · 2
3
(n2 − n1)
[
(n− n1)2 + (n− n1)(n− n2) + (n− n2)2
]
(n− n1)3/2 + (n− n2)3/2
≤ 2(n2 − n1)`+1(n− n1)1/2.
Therefore the claim holds by choosing c = 2−(d+2). This entails that, for any t > 0,
P(Z ≥ t) ≤ P
(
max
1≤n1<n2≤n
(n2 ∧ (n− n1))−1/2
∣∣∣∣ ∑
(n1;n2]
εi
∣∣∣∣ ≥ ct)
≤ P
(
max
n1<n2
∣∣∑
(n1;n2]
εi
∣∣
(n− n1)1/2
≥ ct
)
+ P
(
max
n1<n2
∣∣∑
(n1;n2]
εi
∣∣
n
1/2
2
≥ ct
)
≡ (I) + (II).
Due to symmetry, we only bound (I). By the triangle inequality,
(I) ≤ P
(
sup
n1<n2
∣∣∑n
i=n1+1
εi
∣∣
(n− n1)1/2
> ct/2
)
+ P
(
sup
n1<n2
∣∣∑n
i=n2+1
εi
∣∣
(n− n1)1/2
> ct/2
)
.
By Le´vy’s maximal inequality (cf. Theorem 1.1.5 of [dlPG99]), the first probability is bounded by
dlog2 ne∑
r=1
P
(
sup
2r−1≤(n−n1)<2r
2−(r−1)/2
∣∣∣∣ n∑
i=n1+1
εi
∣∣∣∣ ≥ ct/2) ≤ 9 dlog2 ne e−c′t2 .
Similarly, the second inequality is bounded by
dlog2 ne∑
r=1
P
(
sup
2r−1≤(n−n1)<2r
1≤n1<n2≤n
(n− n1)−1/2
∣∣∣∣ n∑
i=n2+1
εi
∣∣∣∣ ≥ ct/2)
≤
dlog2 ne∑
r=1
P
(
sup
n−2r<n2≤n
2−(r−1)/2
∣∣∣∣ n∑
i=n2+1
εi
∣∣∣∣ ≥ ct/2) ≤ 9 dlog2 ne e−c′t2 .
Putting together the pieces, it holds that P(Z ≥ t) ≤ 18 dlog2 ne e−c′′t2 , where we take c′′ < c0
without loss of generality. Now, if ψ(·) is bounded on [0,∞) by some C, then the result holds
trivially. Otherwise, ψ(x) ↑ ∞ as x→∞, and integration by parts yields that for any x0 ≥ 0,
Eψ(Z) =
∫ ∞
0
P(ψ(Z) ≥ t) dt =
∫ ∞
0
P(Z ≥ ψ−1(t)) dt
≤
∫ ∞
0
{
1 ∧ [C log(16n) · e−c′′(ψ−1(t))2]} dt
≤ x0 + C ·
∫ ∞
x0
log(16n) · e−c′′(ψ−1(t))2 dt.
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By monotonicity of ψ−1, for any t ≥ x0, ψ−1(t) ≥ ψ−1(t)/2 +ψ−1(x0)/2, so the integral above can
be further bounded by∫ ∞
x0
[
log(16n) · e−(c′′/4)(ψ−1(x0))2]e−(c′′/4)(ψ−1(t))2 dt ≤ ∫ ∞
1
e−(c
′′/4)(ψ−1(t))2 dt,
provided that x0 ≥ 1 and log(16n)·e−(c′′/4)(ψ−1(x0))2 ≤ 1, or equivalently, x0 ≥ 1∨ψ
(√
(4/c′′) log log(16n)
)
.
The claim now follows from the condition (4.1).
C Proofs for technical results in Section 5
C.1 Proof of Proposition 5.1
Proof of Proposition 5.1. The basic inequality ‖Y − θ̂‖2 ≤ ‖Y − θoracle‖2 entails that
‖θ̂ − θ0‖2 ≤ ‖θoracle − θ0‖2 + 2ε ·
(
θ̂ − θoracle
)
.
Then we have, for any η > 0,
ε · (θ̂ − θoracle) = k−1∑
j=0
(ε[j] · (θ̂ − θoracle)[j]) =
k−1∑
j=0
(ε[j] · vj(θ̂))‖(θ̂ − θoracle)[j]‖
≤ η−1 ·
k−1∑
j=0
(
ε[j] · vj(θ̂)
)2
+ η ·
k−1∑
j=0
‖(θ̂ − θoracle)[j]‖2
= η−1 ·
k−1∑
j=0
(
ε[j] · vj(θ̂)
)2
+ η · ‖θ̂ − θoracle‖2.
Applying the inequality ‖θ̂ − θoracle‖2 ≤ 2
(‖θ̂ − θ0‖2 + ‖θoracle − θ0‖2) then yields that
‖θ̂ − θ0‖2 ≤ 1 + 2η
1− 2η‖θoracle − θ0‖
2 +
1
η(1− 2η)
k−1∑
j=0
(ε[j] · vj(θ̂))2.
For any given δ > 0, choosing η = δ/(2δ+4), upper bounding the right-hand side by the supremum
over Θ(d, d0, k), and then taking expectation on both sides yield the desired result.
C.2 Proof of Lemma 5.3
Proof of Lemma 5.3. On the pieces (ni−1/n, ni/n] and (ni/n, ni+1/n], the function f can be parametrized
as
fi−1(x) ≡
d+1∑
q=1
ai−1q
(
x− ni−1
n
)q−1
, fi(x) ≡
d+1∑
q=1
aiq
(
x− ni
n
)q−1
.
By the fact that 0 ≤ p− 1 ≤ d0 and thus the continuity of the (p− 1)th derivative at knot ni/n, it
holds that f
(p−1)
i−1 (ni/n) = f
(p−1)
i (ni/n). But
f
(p−1)
i−1
(
ni
n
)
=
d+1∑
q=1
ai−1q
dp−1
dxp−1
(
x− ni−1
n
)q−1∣∣∣∣
x=
ni
n
=
d+1∑
q=p
ai−1q (q − 1; p− 1)nq−pi;i−1,
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f
(p−1)
i
(
ni
n
)
=
d+1∑
q=1
aiq
dp−1
dxp−1
(
x− ni
n
)q−1∣∣∣∣
x=
ni
n
= (p− 1)!aip.
This entails that
(p− 1)!aip =
d+1∑
q=p
(q − 1; p− 1)ai−1q nq−pi;i−1 =
d+1∑
q=p
(q − 1)!
(q − p)!a
i−1
q n
q−p
i;i−1.
This implies that Coef[aip; a
i−1
q ] = (q − 1)!/((q − p)!(p− 1)!)nq−pi;i−1 =
(
q−1
p−1
)
nq−pi;i−1 if q ≥ p; otherwise
it is 0.
C.3 Proof of Lemma 5.4
Proof of Lemma 5.4. The baseline case s = 0 follows from the condition ‖θ‖ ≤ 1 and application
of Lemma E.1 to the piece (nk0−1;nk0 ]. The iteration from s to s + 1 then follows from Lemma
E.5, which is to be stated and proved in Appendix E with its conditions satisfied since nk0;k0−1 ≥
max{n2;1, n3;2, . . . , nk0−1;k0−2} by (5.11).
C.4 Proof of Lemma 5.6
Proof of Lemma 5.6. Fix i ≤ k0 − 2 as in the lemma statement. For simplicity, we again work
under the condition nk0;k0−1 = max{n2;1, . . . , nk0;k0−1}. We will prove by induction: suppose the
desired estimates hold for ai`, ` ∈ [d0 + 1; `0] for some `0 ∈ [d0 + 1; d] and we will prove that the
estimate also holds for ai`0+1. The condition of the lemma serves as the baseline `0 = d0 + 1. For
the general induction from `0 to `0 + 1, let L ≡ 1 + (d− d0)(k0 − 1− i). Then, Lemma 5.4 entails
that
1 & (n− nk0−1)
2(`0+1−L)+1
n2(`0+1−L)
( `0+1∑
`=`0+2−L
β
k0−1−i
`0+2−L,`−(`0+2−L)a
i
`
)2
.
On the other hand, we have
1 &
`0+1∑
`=`0+2−L
n
2(`−1)
i+1;i M
2(ni+1, ni)(a
i
`)
2,
where the summands with ` ∈ [`0 +2−L; d0 +1] are from the condition of the lemma and those with
` ∈ [d0 + 2; `0 + 1] are from the induction assumption. Now, combining the above two estimates
and applying Lemma E.3 iteratively to cancel every ai`, ` ∈ [`0 + 2− L; `0], we have
1 & (ai`0+1)
2((I) ∧ (II)),
where
(I) ≡ (n− nk0−1)
2(`0+1−L)+1
n2(`0+1−L)
(β
k0−1−i
`0+2−L,L−1)
2,
(II) ≡
`0∧
`=`0+2−L
n
2(`−1)
i+1;i M(ni+1, ni)
(β
k0−1−i
`0+2−L,L−1)
2
(β
k0−1−i
`0+2−L,`−(`0+2−L))
2
.
By Lemma E.7 and the condition nk0;k0−1 = max{n2;1, . . . , nk0;k0−1}, we obtain that (I) & n2`0i+1;iM(ni+1, ni).
Similarly, by Lemma E.7, as the factors n·;·’s in the lower bound of (β
k0−1−i
`0+2−L,L−1)
2/(β
k0−1−i
`0+2−L,`−(`0+2−L))
2
can all be further bounded below by ni+1;i, we obtain by direct calculation that (II) & n2`0i+1;iM(ni+1, ni).
Putting together the lower bounds for (I), (II) completes the induction.
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C.5 General statement of Lemma 5.7
We restate here Lemma 5.7 for the case of general d0 ∈ [−1; d−1]. Introduce the following notation:
n·;j(a, b, c) ≡ nca;j · nca−1;j . . . nMod(b;c)a−bb/cc−1;j
for positive integers a, b, c. Fix i ≥ 2. Recall the definition M(a, b) = (a∧ (n− b))1/2 for a, b ∈ [1;n]
and the condition (5.11).
Lemma C.1. The following estimates hold for all locations 1 ≤ j ≤ i+ 1:
1 & max
1≤`≤d0+1
{
n
2`∨2(d−d0)(k0−i−2)
i+2;j
×n2·;j
(
i+ 1,
{
`− (d− d0)(k0 − i− 2)− 1
} ∧ {(d− d0)(i+ 1− j)}, d− d0)
× n2(`−1−(d−d0)(k0−j−1))+j+1;j
}
·M2(nj+1, nj).
In particular, for j = i+ 1:
1 ≥ c max
1≤`≤d0+1
{
(ai+1` )
2 · n2(`−1)i+2;i+1 ·M2(ni+2, ni+1)
}
.
The proof for this general case is completely analogous to the one presented in Section 5.5.
D Proofs for technical results in Section 6
D.1 Proof of Lemma 6.1
Proof of Lemma 6.1. For any f ∈ F∗n(d, k), let f◦ ≡ f◦(f) ∈ F∗n(0, k) be such that f = (Idr0,...,rd−1;0f◦)
for some real sequence {r`}d−1`=0 , with corresponding knots {nj}k−1j=1 = {nj(f◦)}k−1j=1 and magnitudes
{µj}kj=1 = {µj(f◦)}kj=1 between (nj−1/n, nj/n], i.e., f◦(x) =
∑k
j=1 µj1(nj−1/n,nj/n](x) for x ∈ (0, 1].
Then µ1 ≤ . . . ≤ µk. Let
j∗ ≡ j∗(f◦) ≡ max{1 ≤ j ≤ k : µj ≤ 0}.
Define two sequences {a˜j}j
∗
j=1 and {b˜j}k−1j=j∗ as follows: a˜j∗ ≡ µj∗ ≤ 0 and a˜j ≡ µj − µj+1 ≤ 0 for
j ∈ [1; j∗ − 1], b˜j∗ ≡ µj∗+1 ≥ 0 and b˜j ≡ µj+1 − µj ≥ 0 for j ∈ [j∗ + 1; k − 1]. Then, letting
τj ≡ nj/n, f◦ can be re-parametrized as
f◦(x) =
j∗∑
j=1
a˜j1(0,τj ](x) +
k−1∑
j=j∗
b˜j1(τj ,1](x), x ∈ (0, 1].
Define the function g−` (x; τ) ≡ (τ − x)`+ with any parameter τ ∈ [0, 1]. Then, direct calculation
shows that ∫ x
0
g−` (u; τ) du =
∫ x∧τ
0
(τ − u)` du =
∫ τ
τ−x∧τ
u` du
=
τ `+1
`+ 1
− (τ − x)
`+1
+
`+ 1
=
τ `+1
`+ 1
+
(−1)
`+ 1
· g−`+1(x; τ).
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Similarly, with g+` (x; τ) ≡ (x−τ)`+, it holds that
∫ x
0 g
+
` (u; τ) du =
∫ x∨τ
τ (u−τ)` du =
∫ x∨τ−τ
0 u
` du =
g+`+1(x; τ)/(`+ 1). This entails that
(Idr0,...,rd−1;0f◦)(x) =
j∗∑
j=1
(−1)d a˜j
d!
(τj − x)d+ +
k−1∑
j=j∗
b˜j
d!
(x− τj)d+ + Pd−1(x),
where Pd−1(x) is some polynomial of order d − 1. The proof is then complete by noting that
{(−1)da˜j/d!}j
∗
j=1 has sign (−1)d+1 and {b˜j/d!}k−1j=j∗ is non-negative.
D.2 Proof of Lemma 6.2
We need the following simple fact that translates the `2 constraint on θ
∗ at the sequence level to
an integral L2 constraint on f
∗ at the underlying function level. Its proof can be found after the
proof of Lemma 6.2.
Lemma D.1. Let f∗ ∈ F∗n(d, k) and (θ∗)i ≡ (f∗(i/n))i. Then, if ‖θ∗‖2 ≤ 1, there exists some
c = c(d) such that 1 ≥ c · n ∫ 10 (f∗)2(x) dx. Actually, this inequality holds for the larger unshaped
spline space Fn(d, d0, k).
Proof of Lemma 6.2. Fix any θ ∈ Θ∗(d, k) and its generating spline f ∈ F∗n(d, k). Then, under
the condition ‖θ‖2 ≤ 1, Lemma D.1 entails that there exists some K = K(d) > 0 such that∫ 1
0 f
2(x) dx ≤ K/n. Due to scale invariance, it suffices to prove that |c`(f)| ≤ C for ` ∈ [0; d − 1]
for some C = C(d) under the condition ‖f‖22 =
∫ 1
0 f
2(x) dx ≤ 1.
For f ∈ F∗n(d, k), let {nj = nj(f)}j∈[0;k] be its knots and j∗ = j∗(f) be as in its canonical form
in Lemma 6.1. Let τj ≡ τj(f) ≡ nj(f)/n for j ∈ [1; k] and τ∗ ≡ τ∗(f) ≡ τj∗(f)(f). We will prove
that for some K = K(d) > 0,∫ 1
0
f2(x) dx ≥ K · max
0≤`≤d−1
c2` (f), for any f ∈ F∗n(d, k).
We focus on the case τ∗(f) ∈ [0, 1/2] and prove that∫ 1
τ∗(f)
f2(x) dx ≥ K · max
0≤`≤d−1
c2` (f), for any f ∈ F∗n(d, k).
We present the proof for cd−1(f) whenever cd−1(f) 6= 0; the bounds for {c`(f)}`∈[0;d−2] follow from
completely analogous arguments. Below we omit notational dependence on f if no confusion could
arise. On [τ∗, 1], f has the canonical form
f(x) =
k−1∑
j=j∗
bj(x− τj)d+ +
d−1∑
`=0
c`
`!
x`.
This can be alternatively parametrized as f(x) =
∑d−1
`=0 c`x
`/`! + (Id0,...,0;τ∗(f)f◦)(x), where f◦(x) ≡∑k−1
j=j∗(bj · d!)1x>τj ∈ F∗n(0, k), and τ∗(f) = τ∗(f◦). Therefore, we have
1 ≥
∫ 1
τ∗(f)
( d−1∑
`=0
c`x
`/`! + (Id0,...,0;τ∗(f)f◦)(x)
)2
dx
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= c2d−1
∫ 1
τ∗(f◦)
[ d−2∑
`=0
c`
|cd−1|
x`
`!
+ sgn(cd−1)
xd−1
(d− 1)! +
(
Id0,...,0;τ∗(f◦)
f◦
|cd−1|
)
(x)
]2
dx
≥ c2d−1 inf
c′0,...,c
′
d−2∈R,c′d−1∈{±1}
f˜◦∈∪nF∗n(0,k),τ∗(f˜◦)≤1/2
∫ 1
τ∗(f˜◦)
[ d−1∑
`=0
c′`x
`
`!
+ (Id
0,...,0;τ∗(f˜◦)
f˜◦)(x)
]2
dx
= c2d−1 inf
c′′0 ,...,c
′′
d−2∈R,c′′d−1∈{±1}
f˜◦∈∪nF∗n(0,k),τ∗(f˜◦)≤1/2
∫ 1
τ∗(f˜◦)
[ d−1∑
`=0
c′′` (x− τ∗(f˜◦))`
`!
+ (Id
0,...,0;τ∗(f˜◦)
f˜◦)(x)
]2
dx,
where in the third line we use the fact that f˜◦ = f◦/|cd−1| ∈ F∗n(0, k) and satisfies τ∗(f˜◦) = τ∗(f◦) ≤
1/2. Thus, to prove the desired result, it suffices to show that there exists some K = K(d) > 0
such that
inf
c˜0,...,c˜d−2∈R,c˜d−1∈{±1}
f˜◦∈∪nF∗n(0,k),τ∗(f˜◦)≤1/2,k∈Z+
∫ 1
τ∗(f˜◦)
[ d−1∑
`=0
c˜`(x− τ∗(f˜◦))`
`!
+ (Id
0,...,0;τ∗(f˜◦)
f˜◦)(x)
]2
dx ≥ K. (D.1)
Suppose this is not true, then there exist a function sequence {f˜n,◦}n ⊂ ∪n′,k′F∗n′(0, k′) with τ∗n ≡
τ∗n(f˜n,◦) ⊂ [0, 1/2] and real sequences {c˜n,`}n,` with c˜n,d−1 ∈ {±1}, such that∫ 1
0
1[τ∗n,1](x)
[ d−1∑
`=0
c˜n,`
`!
(x− τ∗n)` + (Id0,...,0;τ∗n f˜n,◦)(x)
]2
dx→ 0.
Since L2 convergence implies almost everywhere (a.e.) convergence, it follows that
1[τ∗n,1](x) ·
[ d−1∑
`=0
c˜n,`(x− τ∗n)`/`! + (Id0,...,0;τ∗n f˜n,◦)(x)
]
→ 0, a.e. on [0, 1].
Since the sequence {τ∗n} ⊂ [0, 1/2] is bounded, τ∗n → τ∗ along some subsequence for some τ∗ ∈
[0, 1/2], and we work with this subsequence below. As 1[τ∗n,1](x) → 1 for any fixed x ∈ (τ∗, 1], the
sequence of functions in the brackets in the above display converges a.e. to 0 on (τ∗, 1]. In other
words,
d−1∑
`=0
c˜n,`(x− τ∗n)`/`! + (Id0,...,0;τ∗n f˜n,◦)(x)→ 0, a.e. on (τ∗, 1]. (D.2)
We first prove that under (D.2), {c˜n,`}n is necessarily bounded for each ` ∈ [0; d − 1]. Since
{c˜n,d−1}n ⊂ {−1,+1} is already bounded, it suffices to prove the claim for ` ∈ [0; d − 2]. If this
is not the case, then there exists some nonempty subset L ⊂ [0; d − 2] such that for every ` ∈ L,
{c˜n,`}n is divergent, i.e., lim supn |c˜n,`| = +∞. As τ∗n → τ∗, we may find some slowly decaying
εn ↓ 0 such that (i) εn > (τ∗ − τ∗n)+, (ii) {c˜n,`ε`n}n is still divergent for every ` ∈ L, and (D.2)
holds with xn ≡ τ∗n + εn > τ∗. Now, by definition of f˜n,◦(·), there exist some kn, j∗n ∈ [1; kn],
0 ≡ τn,0 ≤ . . . ≤ τn,kn ≡ 1, and non-negative sequence {µn,j}kn−1j=j∗n such that τ∗n ≡ τn,j∗n ≤ 1/2 and
for x ∈ [τ∗n, 1], f˜n,◦(x) =
∑kn−1
j=j∗n
µn,j1x>τn,j . Thus by a direct calculation, we have for x ∈ [τ∗n, 1]
(Id0,...,0;τ∗n f˜n,◦)(x) =
kn−1∑
j=j∗n
µn,j
d!
(
x− τ∗n
)d
+
.
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So by (D.2) and definition of {xn},
d−1∑
`=0
c˜n,`
`!
ε`n +
kn−1∑
j=j∗n
µn,j
d!
εdn → 0.
Let `0 ∈ L be the index such that {c˜n,`ε`n}n has the fastest divergence rate, i.e., lim supn |c˜n,`0 |ε`0n /(|c˜n,`|ε`n) ≥
α for some positive α and every ` ∈ L. Without loss of generality, we further choose {εn} such that
the maximal divergence rate and the index that achieves this rate are unique, i.e., `0 is unique and
satisfies lim supn |c˜n,`0 |ε`0n /(|c˜n,`|ε`n) =∞ for every ` ∈ L \ {`0}. This then entails that
Bn ≡
kn−1∑
j=j∗n
µn,j
d!
εdn & |c˜n,`0 |ε`0n (D.3)
and is positive and divergent. Next, for the chosen sequence {εn}, choose {ηn} ⊂ [1,∞) as some
slowly growing sequence such that (D.2) holds with the sequence x′n ≡ τ∗n + εnηn ≥ τ∗n + εn > τ∗,
i.e.,
d−1∑
`=0
c˜n,`
`!
(ηnεn)
` +
kn−1∑
j=j∗n
µn,j
d!
(ηnεn)
d → 0, (D.4)
and that {εnηn} ↓ 0 and {c˜n,`0(ηnεn)`0} remains to be the fastest divergent sequence among L,
i.e., lim supn |c˜n,`0 |(εnηn)`0/(|c˜n,`|(εnηn)`) = ∞ for every ` ∈ L \ {`0}. Similar to (D.3), we have∑kn−1
j=j∗n
µn,j(ηnεn)
d/d! & |c˜n,`0 |(ηnεn)`0 and is positive and divergent. But this is impossible since
kn−1∑
j=j∗n
µn,j
d!
(ηnεn)
d = (ηn)
dBn & (ηn)d−`0(c˜n,`0(εnηn)`0)
 (ηn)d−`0
∣∣∣∣ d−1∑
`=0
c˜n,`(ηnεn)
`/`!
∣∣∣∣,
where the first inequality is by (D.3) and the last relation is by the maximal divergence rate of
{c˜n,`0(ηnεn)`0}, and thus
d−1∑
`=0
c˜n,`
`!
(ηnεn)
` +
kn−1∑
j=j∗
µn,j
d!
(ηnεn)
d
&
[
(ηn)
d−`0 − 1]∣∣∣∣ d−1∑
`=0
c˜n,`(ηnεn)
`/`!
∣∣∣∣ ≥ [ηn − 1]∣∣∣∣ d−1∑
`=0
c˜n,`(ηnεn)
`/`!
∣∣∣∣→∞,
a contradiction to (D.4). This concludes that {c˜n,`}n are necessarily bounded for every ` ∈ [0; d−1].
Thus there exists a real sequence {c∗`}d−1`=0 with c∗d−1 ∈ {±1} such that c˜n,` → c∗` along some
subsequence for each ` ∈ [0; d − 1]. Coming back to (D.2) and noting that τ∗n → τ∗ along some
subsequence, we then conclude that
hn(x) ≡ (Id0,...,0;τ∗n f˜n,◦)(x)→
d−1∑
`=0
−c∗`
`!
(x− τ∗)` ≡ h∗(x) (D.5)
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a.e. on (τ∗, 1] as n → ∞. We will now prove that {c∗`}d−1`=0 are necessarily non-positive. Fix
some positive integer m > d and define a regular grid on (τ∗, 1]: ti ≡ τ∗ + i(1 − τ∗)/m for
i ∈ [0;m]. Without loss of generality, assume that {ti}mi=1 belongs to the set with full Lebesgue
measure such that (D.5) holds. Define (ξn,i)
m
i=1 ≡ (hn(ti))mi=1 (resp. (ξ∗i )mi=1 ≡ (h∗(ti))mi=1) to be the
realization of hn(·) (resp. h∗(·)) on this grid. Define ∇ to be the finite difference operator that maps
(y1, . . . , ym)
> ∈ Rm to (y2 − y1, . . . , ym − ym−1)> ∈ Rm−1. Then, since limn min`∈[0;d] h(`)n (x) ≥ 0
for x ∈ (τ∗, 1], it holds that for each fixed m ≥ d+1, ∇`ξn ∈ Rm−`≥0 holds for all ` ∈ [0; d] for n large
enough. On the other hand, for each ` ∈ [0; d − 1] and p ∈ [`; d − 1] , there exists some positive
constant Lp,` > 0 for such that
(∇`ξ∗)
1
=
(
∇`
( d−1∑
p=0
−c∗p
p!
(tj − τ∗)p
)m
j=1
)
1
=
d−1∑
p=`
−c∗pLp,`((1− τ∗)/m)p.
Since for each fixed m ≥ d + 1, ∇`ξn → ∇`ξ∗ as n → ∞ by (D.5) and ∇`ξn ∈ Rm−`≥0 for n large
enough, it holds that
(∇`ξ∗)
1
≥ 0 for each fixed m ≥ d + 1. Multiplying by m` on both sides of
the above equation and letting m→∞ we conclude that c∗` ≤ 0 for ` ∈ [0; d− 2] and c∗d−1 = −1.
With {c∗`}d−1`=0 ∈ Rd≤0, hn, h∗ have the property that their derivatives up to order d − 1 are
all convex functions, so on arbitrary compact interval contained in (τ∗, 1), D(d−1)hn converges
uniformly to D(d−1)h∗ ≡ 1 (cf. Theorem 25.7 of [Roc97] and the remark after its proof). This
cannot happen asD(d−1)hn(τ∗n) = 0, τ∗n → τ∗ andD(d−1)hn is convex. We have therefore established
the contradiction and proved (D.1).
Proof of Lemma D.1. By Lemma 6.1, any f ∈ F∗n(d, k) has the canonical parametrization
f(x) =
j∗∑
j=1
aj(τj − x)d+ +
k−1∑
j=j∗
bj(x− τj)d+ +
d−1∑
`=0
c`x
`,
where {τj}k−1j=1 ≡ {nj/n}k−1j=1 ⊂ [0, 1]. Let τ∗ ≡ τj∗ . Then, it holds that
∫ 1
0 f
2(x) dx = (I) + (II),
where
(I) ≡
∫ τ∗
0
( j∗∑
j=1
aj(τj − x)d+ +
d−1∑
`=0
c`x
`
)2
dx,
(II) ≡
∫ 1
τ∗
( k−1∑
j=j∗
bj(x− τj)d+ +
d−1∑
`=0
c`x
`
)2
dx.
We now upper bound (II) by its sequence counterpart; the bound for (I) is similar. Since
(II) =
k−1∑
m=j∗
∫ τm+1
τm
( k−1∑
j=j∗
bj(x− τj)d+ +
d−1∑
`=0
c`x
`
)2
dx
=
k−1∑
m=j∗
∫ τm+1
τm
( m∑
j=j∗
bj(x− τj)d +
d−1∑
`=0
c`x
`
)2
dx,
we may bound the integral piece by piece. More generally, we show that there exists some K =
K(d) > 0 such that for any a, b ∈ [0;n] with b−a ≥ d+1 and d-degree polynomial P (x) ≡∑d`=0 c`x`,∫ b/n
a/n
P 2(x) dx ≤ K · n−1
∑
i∈(a;b]
P 2(i/n). (D.6)
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The above display holds because∫ b/n
a/n
P 2(x) dx =
∫ b/n
a/n
( d∑
`=0
c`x
`
)2
dx .d
d∑
`=0
c2` ·
∫ b/n
a/n
x2` dx
≤
d∑
`=0
c2`
n
∑
i∈(a;b]
( i
n
)2`
=
1
n
∑
i∈(a;b]
d∑
`=0
(
c`
(
i
n
)`)2
.d
1
n
∑
i∈(a;b]
( d∑
`=0
c`
(
i
n
)`)2
,
where the last inequality is due to Lemma E.1 and the condition b − a ≥ (d + 1). Then for every
θ ∈ Θ(d, d0, k) with unit norm constraint and the corresponding f ∈ Fn(d, d0, k), by (D.6) we have
1 ≥ ‖θ‖2 ≥ ‖θ‖2(nj∗ ;n] =
k−1∑
m=j∗
‖θ‖2(nm;nm+1] =
k−1∑
m=j∗
∑
i∈(nm;nm+1]
f2(i/n)
& n
k−1∑
m=j∗
∫ τm+1
τm
f2(x) dx = n
∫ 1
τ∗
f2(x) dx.
The bound for (II) is thus complete.
E Auxiliary lemmas
Lemma E.1. Fix any positive integer d. There exists some c = c(d) such that for any integers
n ≥ 0, m ≥ d+ 1, and real sequence {a`}d+1`=1 ,
m∑
i=1
[
a1 + a2
(
i
n
)
+ . . .+ ad+1
(
i
n
)d]2
≥ c
d+1∑
`=1
a2`
m2`−1
n2(`−1)
.
Proof of Lemma E.1. As the left hand side of the above inequality equals
n∑
i=1
( d+1∑
`=1
a`(i/n)
`−1
)2
=
∑
1≤`,`′≤d+1
a`a`′
m∑
i=1
(i/n)`+`
′−2
=
∑
1≤`,`′≤d+1
a`(m/n)
`−1m1/2 · a`′(m/n)`′−1m1/2 ·
[
m−(`+`
′−1)
m∑
i=1
i`+`
′−2
]
,
using matrix notation, it can be written as x>Ax, where x ≡ (a`(m/n)`−1m1/2)d+1`=1 ∈ Rd+1, and
the matrix (A)ij ≡ (A(m, d))ij ≡ (m−(i+j−1)
∑m
k=1 k
i+j−2)ij ∈ R(d+1)×(d+1).
We first show that A is strictly positive-definite for the fixed d and any m ≥ d + 1. Note that
A is actually a moment matrix and can be written as Aij = E(Xi−1 ·Xj−1), where X is uniformly
distributed on the set {1/m, . . . ,m/m}. Therefore, for any c ∈ Sd, writing, with a slight abuse of
notation, Z ≡∑d+1i=1 ciXi−1, it holds that
c>Ac =
∑
1≤i,j≤d+1
cicjAij =
∑
1≤i,j≤d+1
cicjE(Xi−1 ·Xj−1) = E
( d+1∑
i=1
ciX
i−1
)2
= EZ2 = (EZ)2 + Var(Z).
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If Var(Z) = 0, then Z ≡ α almost surely for some constant α, which is equivalent to that the
polynomial
T (x) ≡ (c0 − α) + c1x+ . . .+ cd+1xd
having distinct roots {1/m, . . . ,m/m}. If c1 = . . . = cd+1 = 0, then c0 = ±1 since ‖c‖ = 1, which
implies that Z = ±1, and thus c>Ac ≥ (EZ)2 = 1. Otherwise, we have ci 6= 0 for some i ∈ [1; d],
and hence T (x) is not a constant and thus has at most d roots, which contradicts the condition that
m ≥ d+ 1. So we conclude that c>Ac > 0 for any c ∈ Sd and thus A is strictly positive-definite.
Next, we show that for any i ∈ [1; d + 1], the (−i,−i)-minor of A (i.e. A minus the ith row
and column) is also strictly positive-definite. For this, define Qi as the permutation matrix that
switches row i with row i + 1, and define Pi ≡ QiQi+1 . . . Qd for i ≤ d and Pd+1 ≡ Id+1, the
(d+ 1)-dimensional identity matrix. Further define B ≡ P>i APi. Then, the (−i,−i)-minor of A is
the (−(d+ 1),−(d+ 1))-minor of B. By Sylvester’s criterion, it suffices to show that B is strictly
positive-definite, but for any c ∈ Sd, it holds that
c>Bc = c>P>i APic ≡ c˜>Ac˜ > 0,
where in the last inequality we have used the fact that
c˜>c˜ = c>P>i Pic = c
>Qd . . . QiQi . . . Qdc = c>c = 1.
Next, we show that x>Ax ≥ ca2dm2d+1/n2d for some c = c(d); bounds involving a0, . . . , ad−1 can
be similarly obtained. For this, write A in the block form [A11, A12;A21, A22], where A12 ∈ Rd×1.
Writing y as the first d components of x, i.e. y ≡ (a0m1/2, a1m3/2/n, . . . , ad−1m(2d−1)/2/nd−1)>,
we have
x>Ax = (y, adm(2d+1)/2/nd)>
[
A11 A12
A21 A22
]
(y, adm
(2d+1)/2/nd)
= y>A11y + 2y>A21adm(2d+1)/2/nd +A22(adm(2d+1)/2/nd)2.
This is a quadratic form in y and achieves its minimum at y∗ = −A−111 A12adm(2d+1)/2/nd (note that
A11, the (−(d+ 1),−(d+ 1))-minor of A, is indeed invertible as proved before), which implies that
x>Ax ≥ a2d
m2d+1
n2d
(A22 −A21A−111 A12).
Therefore if we can show that A22 ≥ (1 + ε)A21A−111 A12 for some positive ε = ε(d), then we have
x>Ax ≥ ε
1 + ε
a2d
m2d+1
n2d
A22 =
ε
1 + ε
a2d
m2d+1
n2d
m−(2d+1)
m∑
k=1
k2d
≥ ε
1 + ε
a2d
m2d+1
n2d
m−(2d+1)
∫ m
0
x2d dx =
ε
(2d+ 1)(1 + ε)
a2d
m2d+1
n2d
.
Using the block matrix inverse formula (A−1)d+1,d+1 = (A22 − A21A−111 A12)−1 and the fact that
(A−1)d+1,d+1 ≤ ‖A−1‖2 = λ−1min(A) (λmin takes the smallest eigenvalue), we have
A22 ≥ (1 + ε)A21A−111 A12 ⇐⇒ (1 + ε)(A22 −A21A−111 A12) ≥ εA22
⇐⇒ (A−1)d+1,d+1 ≤ 1 + ε
ε
A−122 ⇐ λ−1min(A) ≤
1 + ε
ε
min
1≤j≤d+1
A−1jj ,
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which is further implied by
λmin(A) ≥ ε
1 + ε
max
1≤j≤d+1
Ajj . (E.1)
For this, we have, for every j ∈ [1; d+ 1],
Ajj = m
−(2j−1)
m∑
k=1
k2j−2 ≤ m−(2j−1)
∫ m+1
1
x2j−2 dx
≤ 1
2j − 1
(
1 +
1
m
)2j−1
≤ 22d+1.
It remains to show that there exists some sufficiently small c∗ = c∗(d) such that λmin(A) ≥ c∗ > 0,
then we can take ε = c∗/(22d+1 − c∗) in (E.1). For this, let U be a random variable uniformly
distributed on [0, 1] and define matrix A¯ as A¯i,j ≡ E
(
U i−1 · U j−1). Then, since d is fixed, it
holds by the definition of A, A¯, and the Portmanteau theorem that A → A¯ in the matrix spectral
norm as m → ∞. By Weyl’s inequality, there exists some positive integer N = N(d) such that
for m ≥ N , λmin(A) ≥ λmin(A¯)/2. On the other hand, a similar argument that establishes the
positive definiteness of A yields that λmin(A¯) ≥ c > 0 for some c = c(d). Therefore we can take
c∗ = c∗(d) = mind+1≤m≤N λmin(A(m, d)) ∧ (c/2). This completes the proof.
Lemma E.2. Let {ai}mi=1, {bi}mi=1 be two non-negative sequences. Then, it holds that (
∧m
i=1 ai) ·
(
∨m
i=1 bi) ≥
∧m
i=1 aibi.
Proof of Lemma E.2. Without loss of generality, let a1 be the smallest value among {ai}mi=1. Then,
it holds that
(∧m
i=1 ai
) · (∨mi=1 bi) = a1 · (∨mi=1 bi) ≥ a1b1 ≥ (∧mi=1 aibi).
Lemma E.3. Let α1, α2 > 0 and β1, β2 be real numbers. Then, for any x ∈ R, it holds that
α1(x+ β1)
2 + α2(x+ β2)
2 ≥ (α1 ∧ α2)(β1 − β2)2/2.
Proof of Lemma E.3. At x∗ ≡ −(α1/(α1 +α2) ·β1 +α2/(α1 +α2) ·β2), the quadratic form achieves
it minimum value α1α2α1+α2 (β1 − β1)2, which is further lower bounded by (α1 ∧ α2)(β1 − β2)2/2.
Lemma E.4. Let n be any positive integer. Then, for any polynomial P (·) of degree strictly smaller
than n, it holds that
n∑
j=0
(
n
j
)
P (j)(−1)j = 0.
Proof of Lemma E.4. We prove by induction. The claim clearly holds for n = 1. Suppose the claim
holds for some n, we will prove that it also holds for n + 1. Let d be the degree of P (·). We will
prove that the claim holds for all monomials P (x) ≡ xd where 0 ≤ d ≤ n = (n+ 1)− 1. The case
d = 0 follows from the binomial identity:
n+1∑
j=0
(
n+ 1
j
)
(−1)j = (1 + (−1))n+1 = 0.
Next, for any 1 ≤ d ≤ n, it holds that
n+1∑
j=0
(
n+ 1
j
)
jd(−1)j =
n+1∑
j=1
(
n+ 1
j
)
jd(−1)j = (n+ 1)
n+1∑
j=1
(
n
j − 1
)
jd−1(−1)j
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= (n+ 1)
n∑
j=0
(
n
j
)
(j + 1)d−1(−1)j = 0,
where the last identity follows from the claim for n and the fact that 0 ≤ d− 1 ≤ n− 1 < n.
For the following lemma, recall the definition of the sequence {β··,·} defined before Lemma 5.4.
Lemma E.5. Fix d, d0, k0 as defined in (2.2), and any s ∈ [0; b(d0 + 1)/(d− d0)c − 1]. Suppose
there exists some c1 = c1(d) such that
1 ≥ c1 ·
(s+1)d0−sd+1∑
k=1
(n− nk0−1)2k−1
n2(k−1)
( s(d−d0)∑
`=0
β
s
k,`a
k0−1−s
k+`
)2
. (E.2)
Furthermore, assume that nk0;k0−1 ≥ nk0−1−s;k0−2−s. Then, there exists some positive constant
c2 = c2(d) such that
1 ≥ c2 ·
(s+1)d0−sd+1∑
k=1
(n− nk0−1)2k−1
n2(k−1)
( (s+1)(d−d0)∑
`=0
β
s+1
k,` a
k0−2−s
k+`
)2
.
Note that in the above lemma the hypothesis involves only quadratic forms with ‘shared
coefficients’ {a·`}`∈[1;d0+1], while the conclusion involves the ones with both ‘shared coefficients’
{a·`}`∈[1;d0+1] and ‘nuisance coefficients’ {a·`}`∈[d0+2;d+1].
Before the proof of Lemma E.5, we need one further result. For this, some extra notation is
needed:
vsi,j ≡
(i+ d− d0 − j); s(d− d0))
j!(i+ d− d0; s(d− d0)) (−1)
jnjk0−s;k0−1−s
×
j∏
m=1
(
d− (i+ (d− 1− d0))− s(d− d0) +m),
Tk ≡
s(d−d0)∑
`=0
β
s
k,`a
k0−1−s
k+` .
Lemma E.6. Fix d, d0, and s. It holds for i ∈ [1; (s+ 1)d0 − sd+ 1] that
M ≡
(s+1)d0−sd+1∑
k=i
vs+1
i,k−i · Tk =
(d−d0)(s+1)∑
k=0
β
s+1
i,k a
k0−2−s
i+k .
Proof. In order to prove the desired result, we need to show the following two claims:
• The coefficient of ak0−2−si+j in M equals 0 for (s+ 1)(d− d0) + 1 ≤ j ≤ d− i+ 1;
• The coefficient of ak0−2−si+j in M equals β
s+1
i,j for 0 ≤ j ≤ (s+ 1)(d− d0).
Let
i0 ≡ i0(d, d0, s, i) ≡ (s+ 1)d0 − sd+ 1− i,
i ≡ i(d, d0, s, i) ≡ (s+ 2)d0 − (s+ 1)d+ 2− i = i0 − (d− 1− d0),
∆n ≡ nk0−1−s;k0−2−s.
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By definition of M and Lemma 5.3, we have
Coef[M ; ak0−2−si+j ] =
(s+1)d0−sd+1∑
k=i
vs+1
i,k−iCoef[Tk; a
k0−2−s
i+j ]
=
(s+1)d0−sd+1∑
k=i
(i+ d− d0 − (k − i)); (s+ 1)(d− d0))(−1)k−i(∆n)k−i
(k − i)!(i+ d− d0; (s+ 1)(d− d0))
×
k−i∏
m=1
(d− i0 − (s+ 1)(d− d0) +m) · Coef
[ s(d−d0)∑
`=0
β
s
k,`a
k0−1−s
k+` ; a
k0−2−s
i+j
]
=
i0∑
k=0
(i0 + 1− k; (s+ 1)(d− d0))(−1)k(∆n)k
k!(i0 + 1; (s+ 1)(d− d0)) (i; k)
×
( s(d−d0)∑
`=0
β
s
i+k,`
(
i+ j − 1
i+ k + `− 1
)
(∆n)j−k−`
)
≡
s(d−d0)∑
`=0
(∆n)j−`βs` ·A`,
where
A` ≡
i0∑
k=0
(−1)k(i0 + 1− k; (s+ 1)(d− d0))
k!(i0 + 1; (s+ 1)(d− d0)) (i; k)
×
(
i+ j − 1
i+ k + `− 1
) (i+ k; `)
(d+ 1− i− k; `) ,
and we used β
s
i+k,` = D(i + k, `)β
s
` =
(i+k;`)
(d+1−i−k;`)β
s
` , with β
s
` defined in (5.10). Let C(i, j, `) ≡(
i+j−1
i+`−1
) · (i; `). Then C(i, j, `)(j−`k ) = (i; k)( i+j−1i+k+`−1)(i+ k; `)/k!. So A` equals
C(i, j, `)
i0∑
k=0
(
j − `
k
)(i0 + 1− k; (s+ 1)(d− d0))
(i0 + 1; (s+ 1)(d− d0)) (−1)
k 1
(d− i− k + 1; `)
= C(i, j, `)
i0+(s+1)(d−d0)∑
k=0
(
j − `
k
)(i0 + 1− k; (s+ 1)(d− d0))
(i0 + 1; (s+ 1)(d− d0)) (−1)
k 1
(d− i− k + 1; `)
= C(i, j, `)
j−∑`
k=0
(
j − `
k
)(i0 + 1− k; (s+ 1)(d− d0))
(i0 + 1; (s+ 1)(d− d0)) (−1)
k 1
(d− i− k + 1; `)
=
C(i, j, `)
(i0 + 1; (s+ 1)(d− d0))
j−∑`
k=0
(
j − `
k
)
(−1)k(d− i− k + 1− `; (s+ 1)(d− d0)− `),
where the first identity follows from the fact that (i0 + 1 − k; (s + 1)(d − d0)) = 0 for any
i0 + 1 ≤ k ≤ i0 + (s+ 1)(d−d0), the second identity follows from the fact that i0 + (s+ 1)(d−d0) =
d− i+ 1 ≥ j ≥ j − `, the third identity follows from the fact that ` ≤ s(d− d0) < (s+ 1)(d− d0).
For the first claim, as (d− i− k+ 1− `; (s+ 1)(d− d0)− `) is a polynomial of degree at most
(s+1)(d−d0)− ` < j− `, Lemma E.4 entails that A` = 0 for all 0 ≤ ` ≤ s(d−d0), thus proving the
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first claim. We now prove the second claim under the condition j ≤ (s+ 1)(d− d0). By definition
of the {β··,·} sequence, we have
β
s+1
i,j = D(i, j)β
s+1
j = D(i, j)
{ j∑
`=0
(
(s+ 1)(d− d0)− `
j − `
)
(∆n)j−`βs`
}
.
Therefore, to prove the claim, it suffices to match the coefficients of β
s
` for 0 ≤ ` ≤ s(d − d0), as
β
s
` = 0 for ` > s(d − d0) from the definition of βs· , and A` = 0 for ` ≥ j. In other words, we only
need to show A` = D(i, j)
((s+1)(d−d0)−`
j−`
)
. By using iteratively the identity
(
n
k
)
=
(
n
k−1
)
+
(
n−1
k−1
)
, one
has
j−∑`
k=0
(
j − `
k
)
(−1)k(d− i− k + 1− `; (s+ 1)(d− d0)− `)
= ((s+ 1)(d− d0)− `; 1)
×
j−`−1∑
k=0
(
j − `− 1
k
)
(−1)k(d− i− k − `; (s+ 1)(d− d0)− 1− `)
. . .
= ((s+ 1)(d− d0)− `; j − `− 1)
×
1∑
k=0
(
1
k
)
(−1)k(d− i− k + 2− j; (s+ 1)(d− d0) + 1− j)
= ((s+ 1)(d− d0)− `; j − `)(d− i+ 1− j; (s+ 1)(d− d0)− j).
Lastly, by direct calculation, we have
A` =
C(i, j, `)
(i0 + 1; (s+ 1)(d− d0)) · ((s+ 1)(d− d0)− `; j − `)
×(d− i+ 1− j; (s+ 1)(d− d0)− j)
= D(i, j)
(
(s+ 1)(d− d0)− `
j − `
)
.
The proof is complete.
Proof of Lemma E.5. Define for i ∈ [1; (s+ 1)d0 − sd+ 1]
Mi ≡
(s+1)d0−sd+1∑
k=i
(n− nk0−1)2k−1
n2(k−1)
T 2k .
Inequality (E.2) entails that 1 & c
∑(s+1)d0−sd+1
i=1 Mi for some c = c(d). We have for i ∈ [1; (s +
1)d0 − sd+ 1],
Mi =
(n− nk0−1)2i−1
n2(i−1)
T 2i +
(s+1)d0−sd+1∑
k=i+1
(n− nk0−1)2k−1
n2(k−1)
(
vs+1
i,k−i · Tk
)2
(vs+1
i,k−i)
2
≥
(
(n− nk0−1)2i−1
n2(i−1)
∧
(s+1)d0−sd+1∧
k=i+1
(n− nk0−1)2k−1
n2(k−1)(vs+1
i,k−i)
2
)(
T 2i +
(s+1)d0−sd+1∑
k=i+1
(vs+1
i,k−i · Tk)
2
)
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&
(
(n− nk0−1)2i−1
n2(i−1)
∧
(s+1)d0−sd+1∧
k=i+1
(n− nk0−1)2k−1
n2(k−1)(vs+1
i,k−i)
2
)(
Ti +
(s+1)d0−sd+1∑
k=i+1
vs+1
i,k−i · Tk
)2
=
(
(n− nk0−1)2i−1
n2(i−1)
∧
(s+1)d0−sd+1∧
k=i+1
(n− nk0−1)2k−1
n2(k−1)(vs+1
i,k−i)
2
)( (d−d0)(s+1)∑
k=0
β
s+1
i,k a
k0−2−s
i+k
)2
& (n− nk0−1)
2i−1
n2(i−1)
·
( (d−d0)(s+1)∑
k=0
β
s+1
i,k a
k0−2−s
i+k
)2
.
Here, the second identity follows from Lemma E.6, and the last inequality follows, by definition of
{v··,·} and the condition nk0;k0−1 ≥ nk0−1−s;k0−2−s, from the calculation:
(n− nk0−1)2i−1
n2(i−1)
∧
(s+1)d0−sd+1∧
k=i+1
(n− nk0−1)2k−1
n2(k−1)(vs+1
i,k−i)
2

(s+1)d0−sd+1∧
k=i
(n− nk0−1)2k−1(nk0−1−s − nk0−2−s)−2(k−i)
n2(k−1)
 (n− nk0−1)
2i−1
n2(i−1)
.
Putting together the lower bounds for Mi, i ∈ [1; (s+ 1)d0 − sd+ 1] yields the result.
Lemma E.7. Fix any 1 ≤ s ≤ b(d0 + 1)/(d− d0)c and 1 ≤ i ≤ sd0 − (s − 1)d + 1. For any
0 ≤ j1 ≤ j2 ≤ s(d− d0), define the following two quantities:
S(j1) ≡ S(j1; d, d0, s) ≡
bj1/(d−d0)c∏
`=1
nd−d0k0−`;k0−1−s × n
Mod(j1;d−d0)
k0−1−bj1/(d−d0)c;k0−1−s,
S(j2) ≡ S(j2; d, d0, s) ≡
s∏
`=−b−j2/(d−d0)c+1
nd−d0k0−`;k0−1−s × n
Mod(−j2;d−d0)
k0−(−b−j2/(d−d0)c);k0−1−s.
Then, there exists some positive constant c = c(d) such that
β
s
i,j2
β
s
i,j1
≥ c
∏s
`=1 n
d−d0
k0−`;k0−1−s
S(j1)S(j2)
.
When j1 = j2, the product on the right hand side is to be understood as 1.
Proof. We only prove the special case d0 = d − 1 (the proof for the general case is completely
analogous). Then k0 = d+ 2, and
S(j1) =
j1∏
`=1
nd+2−`;d+1−s, S(j2) =
s∏
`=j2+1
nd+2−`;d+1−s,
so we only need to prove for s ∈ [1; d], i ∈ [1; d+ 1− s], and 0 ≤ j1 ≤ j2 ≤ s,
β
s
i,j2
β
s
i,j1
≥ c
j2∏
k=j1+1
nd+2−k;d+1−s.
We prove this by induction on s.
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First consider s = 1. Then β
1
j = n
j
d+1;d, and β
1
i,j = D(i, j)β
1
j  njd+1;d. The only non-trivial
case is j1 = 0, j2 = 1, so the claim follows.
Suppose the claim holds up to s − 1. Fix any 1 ≤ j1 ≤ j2 ≤ s. The claim clearly holds for
j1 = j2 = s. If j2 = s and j1 ≤ s−1, then it holds by the recursion formula of {βsj}sj=0 in (5.10) that
β
s
i,s/β
s
i,j1  nd+2−s;d+1−sβ
s
s−1/β
s
j1 , and we can reduce to the following case with 1 ≤ j1 ≤ j2 ≤ s−1.
For this case, note that
j2∏
k=j1+1
nd+2−k;d+1−s =
j2∏
k=j1+1
(nd+2−k;d+2−s + nd+2−s;d+1−s)
=
j2−j1∑
k=0
nkd+2−s;d+1−s
∑
j1+1≤m1 6=... 6=mj2−j1−k≤j2
nd+2−m1;d+2−s . . . nd+2−mk;d+2−s

j2−j1∨
k=0
{
nkd+2−s;d+1−s
j2−j1−k∏
m=1
nd+2−j1+m;d+2−s
}
.
Treating the above display as a polynomial of nd+2−s;d+1−s, it suffices to match the corresponding
coefficients of nkd+2−s;d+1−s for k ∈ [0; j2 − j1] in β
s
i,j2/β
s
i,j1 . To this end, we have
β
s
i,j2
β
s
i,j1

∨j2
`=0 n
j2−`
d+2−s;d+1−sβ
s−1
`∨j1
`=0 n
j1
d+2−s;d+1−sβ
s−1
`

j2−j1∨
k=0
∨j1
`=0 n
j1+k−`
d+2−s;d+1−sβ
s−1
j2−j1−k+`∨j1
`=0 n
j1−`
d+2−s;d+1−sβ
s−1
`
≥
j2−j1∨
k=0
{
nkd+2−s;d+1−s
j1∧
`=0
β
s−1
j2−j1−k+`
β
s−1
`
}
(by Lemma E.2)
&
j2−j1∨
k=0
{
nkd+2−s;d+1−s
j1∧
`=0
j2−j1−k+`∏
m=`+1
nd+2−m;d+2−s
}
(by induction)
=
j2−j1∨
k=0
{
nkd+2−s;d+1−s
j2−k∏
m=j1+1
nd+2−m;d+2−s
}
(minimum at ` = j1),
matching the calculation in the previous display, completing the proof.
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